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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Descartes, Spinoza, Kant, Fichte, Hegel, Schopenhauer, 

Nietzsche.... In the annals of modern philosophy, the name 

Georg Biichner is nowhere to be found. This disclosure is 

hardly surprising, considering that Biichner is not rememberec 

for the type of expository treatises typical of philosophy as 

a discipline. Biichner is instead recognized as an artist, 

best known for his three plays, Danton's Tod (1835), Leonce 

und Lena (1836), and Woyzeck (1836-7), and for the story, 

Lenz (1836). Biichner's distinction as an artist, however, 

does not ultimately remove him from the company of the great 

philosophers of his day. After all, any thinker, whether 

priest, scientist, historian, philosopher, poet, or artist oi 

the non-linguistic arts, is concerned primarily with the def

inition of human power and the extension of human knowledge. 

That is, all thinkers are united by their efforts to con

tribute to a "true" image of the human being and his or her 

world. The various spheres of human thought, therefore, 

differ less in content than in form. 

The essential difference between philosophical writing 

and artistic writing lies in the use of language. Whereas 

philosophical writing relies upon the commonly accepted 



relations of language to communicate an abstract vision of 

reality, artistic writing employs metaphorical language in 

order to give that vision of reality tangible form. In other 

words, while philosophical writing depends upon previously 

apprehended connective relations (standard language), artis

tic writing forges new connective relations through analogi

cal invention (metaphor). Metaphor may occur incidentally in 

philosophical writing, but in artistic writing it is instru

mental. As Thomas Carlyle stated in his essay on Goethe, the 

use of metaphor in poetry aims toward "...incorporating the 

everlasting Reason of man in forms visible to his Sense and 

suitable to it...."̂  

Georg Biichner's thought, like that of any artist, may in 

content parallel the thoughts of the philosophers of his day, 

but because he chose to express his thought metaphorically, 

he is remembered as an artist. Donald Brinkmann well ex

plains the significance of this distinction in his study of 

Biichner: 

[Wichtig] ist die Frage, ob nicht in [Biichners] 
Werk und Leben ein eindriickliches Beispiel fiir 
jenes konkrete Denken vorliegt, das jeweils auf die 
bestimmten Forderungen der zeitgenossischen 
Situation bezogen einen giiltigen Ausdruck sucht, 
der iiber die konventionellen Termini philosophi-
scher Ausdruck hinausdrangt, urn damit an der Losung 
der brennenden Fragen jenseits des akademischen 
Raumes verantwortlich teilzunehmen.^ 



For the impressive example of concrete thinking in search of 

valid expression to which Brinkmann refers, one need look no 

further than the Weltanschauung expressed in the story Lenz. 

Like Cezanne and Van Gogh in painting, Rimbaud in 

poetry, or Schonberg and Ives in music, Biichner's artistic 

achievement in prose lies in his discovery of a new mode of 

consciousness and in his creation of the artistic means for 

expressing it.^ This study will explore Biichner's genius in 

Lenz by examining the new Weltanschauung contained in the 

story and the bold narrative innovation which this world-view 

inspired."* 
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Notes 

^Thomas Carlyle, "Goethe," Critical and Miscellaneous 
Essays, vol. 1 (London: Chapman and Hall, 1857) 193. 

^Donald Brinkmann, Georg Biichner als Philosoph (Ziirich 
Verlag Viernheim, 1958) 13-14. 

^David G. Richards, Georg Biichner and the Birth of the 
Modern Drama (Albany: State U of New York P, 1977) ix. 

^References to Biichner's works are to Werner R. Leh-
mann's edition: Georg Biichner: Samtliche Werke und Briefe 
Historisch-kritische Ausgabe mit Kommentar, vols. 1-2 
(Hamburg: Christian Wegner Verlag, 1967-71). 



CHAPTER II 

FROM RATIONALISM TO PESSIMISM 

THE EMERGENCE OF A NEW 

WELTANSCHAUUNG 

Tradition holds that the Greek sophist Protagoras coined 

the term "philosopher" from philos, meaning "loving," and 

Sophia, meaning "wisdom."^ As lovers of wisdom, philosophers 

are concerned with the evaluation and integration of knowl

edge into a comprehensive system of natural laws. Such a 

system constitutes a philosophical definition of absolute 

reality, or, to use the more common German expression, a 

Weltanschauung,^ 

Because philosophical thought is dynamic, many different 

Weltanschauungen have emerged throughout the centuries. How

ever, philosophers, in their ongoing search for wisdom, have 

traditionally paid very close attention to the works of their 

predecessors and contemporaries. When a serious new philo

sophical work appears, other philosophers are quick to thrash 

it, relentlessly separating the wheat from the chaff. What

ever grain of truth remains becomes the seed for subsequent 

philosophical treatises, which, in turn, are subjected to the 

same harsh treatment. So, painstakingly, philosophical 

thought advances. Consequently, the absolute truth proposed 



in a particular Weltanschauung is less a product of totally 

original philosophical thought than a result of the re-

evaluation of existing thought.^ 

Inasmuch as new Weltanschauungen arise from the modifi

cation of prior outlooks, it is appropriate to examine a 

particular group of world-views along a continuum. The out

look that Georg Biichner explored artistically in the story 

Lenz is analogous to the end of a specific line of modern 

philosophical thought which led to the substitution of the Es 

for the Ich as the governing world-principle.^ That course 

of thought and the new Weltanschauung which it ultimately 

yielded are fundamental to understanding and appreciating 

Biichner's artistic achievement in Lenz. 

Modern philosophical thought owes much to the example of 

physical science, particularly to the analytical procedure 

employed by Galileo (1564-1642).^ Galileo and his contempo

raries perfected a method of studying nature which was for 

their age wonderfully new and productive: the technique of 

deductive reasoning. Rather than depending upon their empir

ical experience as a basis for explaining the world, these 

scientists instead chose to rely upon their reason. Thus, 

Galileo approached science by first mathematically computing 

what ougrht to happen in a particular sphere of nature. Only 



after formulating his rational guess into a hypothesis did 

Galileo consult the world of practical experience, testing 

his hypothesis with a set of experiments designed to show him 

what actually happens. When the results of his experiments 

matched the outcome he had predicted beforehand, Galileo 

considered his hypothesis to be scientifically proven. In 

short, the Galilean method used experience to validate reason 

rather than reason to validate experience.^ 

A good example of Galileo's deductive reasoning at work 

can be found in his Dialogue on the Great World Systems, in 

which he discussed the diurnal rotation of the earth. Prac

tical experience does not tell man that the earth is in 

motion, because such motion is imperceptible. Therefore, the 

contention that the earth rotates is an assertion based upon 

reason rather than factual experience.^ Galileo argued that 

the earth must rotate on its own axis simply because it would 

be illogical for the planets and stars to revolve around the 

earth: 

Who is going to believe that nature (which by gen
eral agreement does not perform by means of many 
things what it can do by a few) has chosen to make 
an immense number of very huge bodies move with 
incalculable speed, to achieve what could have been 
done by a moderate movement of one single body 
around its own center?^ 
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Only after explaining his reasoning to the reader did Galileo 

suggest experiments which might empirically verify his 

argument. 

The importance of the Galilean method to philosophy lies 

in its implication that nature is a vast mechanism, full of 

facts conforming fatally to exact laws, which human reason is 

competent to grasp. The notion that knowledge of the ulti

mate truth, like knowledge of any individual scientific 

truth, is possible through the use of reason, forms the cor

nerstone of the philosophical movement called rationalism and 

marks the birth of modern philosophical thought. Philoso

phers embraced the technique of deductive reasoning and have 

strived ever since to forge an all-encompassing hypothesis, 

an absolute law of the world for which every fact of physical 

nature would be experimental justification.^ 

Foremost among these rationalist philosophers was Rene 

Descartes (1596-1650), a French scientist of the Galilean 

mold who today generally is considered to be the father of 

contemporary philosophy.^^ Descartes began his rational 

search for absolute truth by rejecting his empirical experi

ence and formally doubting everything even remotely doubt

able. He then proceeded to determine whether any absolutely 

tenable certainty remained for him. The only unassailable 



assurance he could find was that someone was doubting, a 

transcendental being who must exist. Accordingly, Descartes 

proposed his famous maxim: Cogito, ergo sum; I think, 

therefore I am.^^ 

Descartes believed that his existence as a thinking 

being was a completely self-evident proposition, grasped 

through intuition rather than inference. In turn, he sug

gested that any principle, which upon careful examination 

seemed as clear to him as his own existence, was by analogy 

as certain a truth as his own existence. In other words, 

Descartes argued that it was the nature of a reasoning being 

to recognize truth innately, and the function of reason to 

reduce nature to its innately recognizable form.^2 Thus, 

Descartes initiated a philosophical tradition which used the 

individual knower as the starting point for philosophical 

speculation and designated absolute truth as a hidden (un

experienced) matter requiring independent discovery through 

reason.^-^ Beginning with Descartes, the Ich, the reasoning 

consciousness of man, became man's gauge of absolute truth. 

Out of the spirit of intellectual inquiry that charac

terized early modern philosophy in the seventeenth century 

arose many dogmatic world-views, each confident in its ra

tional identification and explanation of the absolute truth. 
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Gradually, however, the focus of philosophy shifted from the 

outer world to the inner world, to the mind of man. Philoso

phers believed that, if man was a mechanism of nature, he 

could be explained rationally like any other facet of nature. 

Thus, the Jch turned its criticism upon itself.^^ 

The central figure in this new period of philosophy was 

a German thinker named Immanuel Kant (1724-1804). In 1781 

Kant published a treatise entitled Critique of Pure Reason,^^ 

in which he argued that the natural world existed only as the 

creation of man's inner world. According to Kant, the exter

nal world could not contain absolute truth, because that 

world was merely an idea emanating from the inner structure 

of the human spirit. Absolute truth instead had to reside in 

the source of the external world, i.e., within man. This 

doctrine is fundamental to the mostly German philosophical 

movement known as idealism. 

Kant's treatise is an extremely complex work, a thorough 

analysis of which would be beyond the scope of this chapter. 

The essence of Kant's philosophy and its importance to the 

idealistic Weltanschauung, however, can be communicated ad

equately by means of a simple illustration. When a man sees 

the moon at night, both ordinary common sense (empiricism) 

and scientific reasoning (rationalism) tell him that it is 
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"real." The idealists, however, would contend that the moon 

does not exist independently in the external world and is not 

"real" per se. Instead, the moon is just one of the ideas of 

human reason, the Jch. Two people see the same moon only 

insofar as their individual inner lives correspond and create 

the same idea of the moon. Hence, from the idealistic point 

of view, absolute truth does not lie in the moon itself, but 

in the common law that forces the reasoning consciousness of 

all beings (the Ich) to see the same moon.^^ 

Although Kant further contended that this spiritually 

binding common law was a "thing-in-itself," unknowable to 

humans, post-Kantian idealists rejected the notion of a 

"thing-in-itself" and confidently sought to define the law 

based upon the interests of rational consciousness, the Ich. 

In other words, among the idealists, a person's reasoning 

consciousness was no longer seen simply as a means of dis

covering absolute truth, as it had been regarded by the 

rationalists. Rather, the Jch came to be viewed as the very 

nucleus of absolute truth. 

The typical idealist conception of the Jch is well 

illustrated by the work of one of Kant's immediate succes

sors, Johann Gottlieb Fichte (1762-1814). According to 

Fichte's The Vocation of Man,'^'^ published in 1800, the Jch 
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asserted itself as a free ethical agent, meaning that a 

person's rational consciousness existed so that he or she 

could act morally. However, Fichte did not believe that one 

could be ethical in a vacuum. Thus, he suggested that the 

Jch created the world of experience, which included other 

selves, as an arena for its moral action. Fichte argued that 

people saw the same outer world simply because they, as 

ethical agents, created a similar world in order to fulfill 

their common moral task. In short, Fichte's Weltanschauung 

anchored its vision of absolute truth in the Jch as the 

embodiment of moral law.^^ 

While the various idealistic Weltanschauungen differed 

in the particular spiritual interests to which they ascribed 

the world-building activity of the Jch, the existence of such 

activity was central to each of these systems. Also common 

to the idealistic Weltanschauungen, however, was an apparent 

gap. Whereas idealistic philosophers like Fichte success

fully constructed systems wherein the Jch might be compelled 

to create the external world, not one of these philosophers 

explained why the Jch would create the type of world that it 

does. In terms of the earlier illustration, the idealists 

failed to show why men and women were bound to see the same 

moon. What did the moon have to do with moral law? And for 

that matter, what role could the diverse ideas of volcanoes, 
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asteroids, ficus trees and seahorses have had in any ration

ally conceived system? Although the idealists maintained 

that the external world was the creation of a rational 

consciousness, the Jch, there remained something wholly 

irrational about the facts of the world attributed to the 

activity of the Jch. This perplexity gradually caused 

philosophers to become dissatisfied with the idealistic 

Weltanschauungen and to seek absolute truth beyond rational 

consciousness.^^ 

The primary representative of these dissatisfied philos

ophers was another German thinker, Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-

1860). Schopenhauer was himself an idealist in the pure 

sense of the term; he believed that the external world was 

nothing more than the idea of man. In fact, he opened his 

most important work, The World as Will and Representation, by 

affirming this Kantian doctrine: 

'The world is my representation': this is a truth 
valid with reference to every living and knowing 
being, although man alone can bring it into reflec
tive, abstract consciousness. If he really does 
so, philosophical discernment has dawned on him. 
It then becomes clear and certain to him that he 
does not know a sun and an earth, but only an eye 
that sees a sun, a hand that feels an earth; that 
the world around him is there only as representa
tion, in other words, only in reference to another 
thing, namely, that which represents, and this is 
himself. If any truth can be expressed a priori, 
it is this; ...namely that everything that exists 
for knowledge, and hence the whole of this world. 
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is only object in relation to subject, perception 
of the perceiver, in a word, representation.^0 

Schopenhauer also accepted the idealistic notion that 

people possessed a common outer world because they possessed 

a common inner world, a consciousness which functioned alike 

in all human beings. However, Schopenhauer did not believe 

that this unifying consciousness could ultimately be ra

tional. According to Schopenhauer, it was the nature of the 

Jch, the rational consciousness of all persons, to think in 

terms of coherently interrelated groups of ideas. For exam

ple, Schopenhauer probably would have conceded that the 

multiplication table was an idea of the Jch. Among volca

noes, asteroids, ficus trees, and seahorses, though, there 

existed no such rational unity. Thus, in Schopenhauer's 

view, the external world could not be the representation of 

the Jch.21 

Still, the visible world had to be the representation of 

human consciousness on some level, at least if one subscribed 

to the fundamental idealistic doctrine, as Schopenhauer did. 

Schopenhauer satisfied this condition of idealism by suggest

ing the existence of a still deeper consciousness in people, 

an irrational consciousness which he called "will,"22 but 

which here, in the interest of clarity and in anticipation of 

the development of this concept in the nineteenth century. 
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will be referred to generically as the Es. After all, just 

as the grammatical difference between a first-person and a 

third-person subject pronoun lies in the distance of the 

speaker from the action of the verb, so, too, the difference 

between the rational self and the "willing" self lies in the 

distance of the individual from the activity of his con

sciousness. Whereas man's reasoning consciousness, the Jch, 

expressed itself in deliberate, rational activity, man's 

instinctive consciousness, the Es, manifested itself in 

uncontrolled longing. 

• According to Schopenhauer, the external world, in its 

endless tangle of living creatures and material processes, 

was an expression of the irrational caprice of the Es. 

Schopenhauer argued that it was futile to try rationally to 

explain the world created by the Es, because even the exer

cise of such reason, the activity of the Jch, occurred as a 

whim of the Es. The Es existed only for itself, and, in 

Schopenhauer's view, was the one "thing-in-itself," the one 

absolute truth.23 

Schopenhauer's doctrine led to a new philosophical 

movement—again particularly evident in Germany—called 

pessimism. The pessimistic Weltanschauung held that human 

life was nothing but an endless struggle between desiring and 
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attaining, an unceasing fight to satisfy the Es. The pessi

mists believed that to live was to will, and to will was to 

suffer, and they argued that the only way to escape human 

suffering was to deny the will. In other words, while the 

rationalists and the idealists tried to exercise control over 

the world by understanding it, the pessimists resigned them

selves to a world which they could neither understand nor 

control.24 

Over all, in the two hundred years separating Descartes 

and Schopenhauer, philosophers shifted from a confident 

reliance upon the Jch and the ultimate rationality of the 

world to a resigned recognition of the Es and the absolute 

irrationality of the world. This new Weltanschauung found 

its philosophical expression in Schopenhauer and its artistic 

expression in the story Lenz. 
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Notes 

^John E. Bentley, Philosophy: An Outline History (Ames: 
Littlefield, 1958) 1. 

^Weltanschauung, a German term primarily associated with 
philosophy and literature, literally means "world-view." 

^Frank N. Magill, ed.. Masterpieces of World Philosophy 
in Summary Form (New York: Harper & Row, 1961) xiii-iv. 

^The expression "modern philosophical thought" refers to 
the whole of Western philosophy dating from the work of Rene 
Descartes. Within this broad realm of thought the German 
terms Jch and Es represent two very important concepts. The 
meanings of these terms, however, differ somewhat among indi
vidual philosophers. For purposes of consistency in this 
chapter, Jch shall always refer to man's rational, reasoning 
consciousness, and Es shall always signify man's irrational, 
willing consciousness. Furthermore, these terms will be 
substituted regularly for the philosophers' individual titles 
for the same concepts. 

^For in-depth discussion of Galileo's contribution to 
science and philosophy, see Ludovico Geymonat, Galileo 
Galilei: A Biography and Inquiry into his Philosophy of 
Science, trans. Stillman Drake (New York: McGraw, 1965); and 
Willliam R. Shea, Galileo's Intellectual Revolution (New 
York: Neale Watson, 1972). 

^Josiah Royce, The Spirit of Modern Philosophy (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1928) 38-41. 

7shea 131. 

^Galileo Galilei, Dialogue on the Great World Systems, 
trans. Thomas Salusbury (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1953) 129-
30. 

9Royce 39-40. 

^^The primary sources for the philosophical thought of 
Descartes are found in Rene Descartes, "Discourse on Method" 
and "Meditations on First Philosophy," trans. Donald A. Cross 
(Indianapolis: Hackett, 1980). A summary of these works can 
be found in Magill 380-92. 

^^Descartes 18. Also see Descartes 57-67. 
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^2Royce 75-78. 

^^D. W. Hamlyn, Schopenhauer (Boston: Routledge and 
Kegan Paul, 1980) 8. 

l^Royce 33. 

ISiinmanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, trans. F. Max 
Miiller (New York: Macmillan, 1925). Magill 530-38 offers a 
summary of this treatise. 

^^Royce 233-34. 

1'̂ Johann Gottlieb Fichte, The Vocation of Man, trans. 
William Smith (Chicago: Open Court, 1931). Magill 570-76 
summarizes the work. 

l^Royce 164-65. 

l^Royce 236-37. 

20Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Represen
tation, 2 vols., trans. E. F. J. Payne (New York: Dover, 
1969) 3. A summary of the work appears in Magill 582-88. 

2lRoyce 237-38. 

22schopenhauer 95-165. 

23wilhelm Windelband, A History of Philosophy, trans. 
James H. Tufts (New York: Macmillan 1896) 620. Also see 
William Caldwell, Schopenhauer's System in its Philosophical 
Significance (Edinburgh and London: William Blackwood and 
Sons, 1896) 60-111. 

24windelband 620. 



CHAPTER III 

THE DEMISE OF THE ICH: 

GEORG BUCHNER'S 

WELTANSCHA UUNG 

Given the close thematic relationship between art and 

philosophy, it is appropriate to locate the Weltanschauung 

artistically expressed in Lenz along the continuum of world-

views theoretically presented by the great philosophers of 

Biichner's day. Of course, any comparison of Biichner's out

look to that of Schopenhauer assumes that Biichner's outlook 

can be as readily defined as Schopenhauer's. Unfortunately, 

because of the artistic format through which it is imparted, 

Biichner's Weltanschauung is difficult to restate objectively 

in discursive writing. 

As was discussed in the introduction to this study, the 

essential difference between philosophical writing and artis

tic writing lies in the use of language. The language of the 

artist is characterized by its "deformation" of ordinary 

language under the pressure of literary devices. Because 

everyday language is routine, a reader's perceptions of and 

responses to such langiiage are highly automatized. By in

tensifying ordinary language, the artist forces the reader 

into a dramatic awareness of language, thereby refreshing 

19 
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customary responses and rendering the world contained in 

language more "perceptible."^ Terry Eagleton well 

illustrates this crucial aspect of artistic language by means 

of a simple analogy: 

Most of the time we breathe in air without being 
conscious of it: like language, it is the very 
medium in which we move. But if the air is sud
denly thickened or infected we are forced to attend 
to our breathing with new vigilance, and the effect 
of this may be a heightened experience of our bod
ily life.2 

Since artistic language is experienced by the reader more 

subjectively than ordinary language, any attempt to reduce 

artistic language back into everday language is tantamount to 

interpretation. 

Furthermore, every reader brings to a text a particular 

ideology, meaning that the features of a text are always 

assessed by the reader according to his or her own beliefs 

and expectations. Different readers actualize texts in dif

ferent ways, resulting in a variety of interpretations. As 

Terry Eagleton has suggested, there is no single correct 

interpretation of a work which will exhaust the semantic 

potential of the text.^ Instead, the "correctness" of a 

given interpretation of a text is relative to the number of 

the text's elements which that interpretation incorporates 

and renders mutually coherent.^ Again, then, any discursive 
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statement about a text's meaning is by nature an interpreta

tion of the text. 

The difficulty in clearly and objectively defining 

Biichner's world-view is evident from the plethora of labels 

that has been applied to Biichner over the years. Some crit

ics suggest that Biichner was an atheist, while others view 

him as a Christian; many regard him as a determinist or a 

fatalist, while at least one perceives him to have been a 

firm believer in spiritual independence and responsibility; 

still others call him a cynic, a pessimist, or a nihilist.^ 

In short, given the subjectivity inherent in evaluating any 

work of art, Biichner is seen not necessarily as he was, but 

more likely as the particular critic was determined to see 

him. 

Moreover, even if critics could agree upon both the na

ture of the Weltanschauung expressed in Lenz and an appro

priate label for it, there still would be no guarantee that 

Georg Biichner actually held that view of the world. After 

all, the authorial consciousness which the reader perceives 

to govern any piece of narrative fiction is nothing more than 

a construct of the reader, inferred and assembled from the 

components of the text. The exact nature of this authorial 

consciousness depends upon the author's organization of the 
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text, meaning that the actual author can use the structure of 

his text to imply an author very different from himself. 

That is, the real author can create an implied author who em

bodies ideas, beliefs, and emotions other than his own.^ 

Because the implied author and the flesh-and-blood author are 

not necessarily one and the same, the implied author's world-

view should not be equated automatically with the outlook of 

the actual writer. In terms of Lenz, one should not assume 

that the Weltanschauung expressed in the story is the 

Weltanschauung of Georg Biichner. 

In order to overcome these difficulties in treating Lenz 

as an expression of Biichner's Weltanschauung, one must turn 

to Biichner's non-imaginative writings for assistance. The 

assignment of a particular view to Biichner based upon a sub

jective interpretation of Lenz has far greater authority when 

Biichner can be shown expressly to have stated the same view 

in his discursive writing. Any substantial congruity between 

a given interpretation of Lenz and the thought contained in 

Biichner's theoretical works serves not only to support the 

interpretation, but also to confirm the proximity of the 

story's implied author to Biichner himself. This chapter will 

validate the interpretation of Lenz as an expression of 

Biichner's pessimistic Weltanschauung by grounding that 
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interpretation in the thought developed in Biichner's non-

imaginative works. 

For purposes of the ensuing discussion, Biichner's non-

imaginative works may be divided into five categories: 

1. His extant juvenile writings, including poetry and 

the essays "Heldentod der 400 Pforzheimer," "Uber den Traum 

eines Arkadiers," "Uber den Selbstmord," and "Rede zur 

Verteidigung des Cato von Utika." 

2. Der hessische Landbote. 

3. His notes on the history of philosophy. 

4. His two biological works, Memoire sur le systeme 

nerveux du barbeau and Uber Schadelnerven. 

5. His correspondence. 

While additional information about Biichner's philosophy is 

available from the reports of his friends and acquaintances, 

the second-hand nature of such accounts demands that their 

reliability be subordinated to that of Biichner's own state

ments. Still, taken as a whole, Biichner's discursive writing 

and the remarks of those who knew him leave little doubt as 

to the pessimism of Biichner's outlook. 

In March 1825 Biichner was admitted to the second class 

of the Ludwig-Georgs-Gymnasium in Darmstadt, an institution 

dedicated to humanistic studies. Admittedly, these studies 
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strongly influenced the content of Biichner's first essays and 

speeches, but already at that time Biichner showed clear 

signs of independent thought. A good example of Biichner's 

intellectual self-reliance can be found in the article "Uber 

den Selbstmord," a critique of an essay on suicide. Although 

still a young student, Biichner showed little hesitation in 

criticizing an important professor whom he believed had mis

judged Cato:'' 

Es fehlt nur wenig, dafi der Herr Professor in 
seinem heiligen Eifer iiber die blinden Heiden eine 
Section des Cato vornahme und bewiefie, dafi derselbe 
einige Loth Gehirn zu wenig gehabt hatte. Wahr-
haftig wenn ich ein solches Buch in die Hande 
bekomme, mochte ich mit Gothe iiber unser tinten-
klecksendes Seculum ausrufen: Romerpatriotismus1 
Davor bewahre uns der Himmel, wie vor einer 
Riesengestalt. Wir wiirden keinen Stuhl finden 
darauf zu sitzen und kein Bett drinnen zu liegen. 
(2: 21) 

In the same article, Biichner praised the author of the 

suicide essay for his "unprejudiced thoughts": 

...die, wenn sie auch nicht alle gleich richtig 
sind, doch zeigen, dafi der Verfasser sich fern 
gehalten von aller Einseitigkeit, dafi er Alles 
nicht von einem fremden, sondern von einem eignen 
selbstandigen Standpunkte aus betrachtet und 
beurtheilt und durch eignes Nachdenken schon einen 
tiefern Blick in die In und AuBenwelt des Menschen 
gethan habe. (2: 23) 

Inasmuch as the qualities selected by one writer for praise 

in another serve as an index to the former's own aspirations, 

Biichner at a young age appears to have placed a premium on 
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intellectual independence and to have developed his own mind 

accordingly.8 

During his childhood Biichner was subject to quite dis

similar parental influences. His father, Ernst Karl Biichner, 

was a doctor of medicine who through his studies and his 

practice had developed an attitude of scientific skepticism. 

Meanwhile, his mother, Louise Caroline, was a woman of un

questioning piety, readily acknowledging the traditional 

doctrines of Christianityi In religious and philosophical 

matters, Biichner's developing sense of intellectual indepen

dence seems to have caused him to turn away from his mother's 

quiet acceptance of church dogmas toward his father's ten

dency scientifically to challenge these beliefs. This change 

in outlook is well-illustrated by a comparison of the 

Christmas poem "Die Nacht," written by Biichner when he was 

fifteen years old, and the article "Uber den Selbstmord," 

written just a few years later. ̂  In the final stanza of "Die 

Nacht, " Biichner looked upon heaven as a reward for a right

eous life on earth: "Erlose gnadig uns von allem Uebel, / 

Vergieb uns liebend jede Missethat, / LaiS wandeln uns auf 

deines Sohnes Wege, / Und siegen iiber Tod und iiber Grab" (1: 

188). In "Uber den Selbstmord," however, Biichner flatly 

rejected the notion that the life of man on earth is a trial 

or preparation for something higher: 
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Die Erde wird namlich hier ein Priifungsland ge-
nannt; dieBer Gedanke war mir immer sehr anstofiig, 
denn ihm gemafi wird das Leben nur als Mittel be
trachtet, ich glaube aber, daB das Leben selbst 
Zweck sey, denn: Entwicklung ist der Zweck des 
Lebens, das Leben selbst ist Entwicklung, also ist 
das Leben selbst Zweck. (2: 21) 

Biichner's conviction that life has purpose only unto it

self is further developed in the article "Heldentod der vier-

hundert Pforzheimer," an essay written in honor of the four 

hundred Pforzheimer who, during the Thirty Years' War, sacri

ficed themselves in battle against the French in order to 

save the Markgraf of Baden and the Protestant cause. Biichner 

described the motives of these heroes as follows: 

Also auch ihre Seeligkeit war es nicht fiir die sie 
kampften, dieBer waren sie schon versichert. Die 
Seeligkeit ihrer Kinder, ihrer noch ungebornen 
Enkel und Nachkommen war es; auch dieiie sollten 
auferzogen werden in derselben Lehre, die ihnen als 
allein heilbringend erschienen war, auch dieiie 
sollten theilhaftig werden des Heils, das fiir sie 
angebrochen war. Diefie Hoffnung allein war es, 
welche durch den Feind bedroht wurde, fiir sie, fiir 
eine Ordnung der Dinge, die lange nach ihrem Tode 
iiber ihren Grabern bliihen sollte verspriitzten sie 
mit Freudigkeit ihr Blut. ...So also starben sie 
nicht einmal fiir ihren eignen Glauben, nicht fiir 
sich selbst, sondern sie bluteten fiir die Nachwelt. 
DieB ist der erhabenste Gedanke fiir den man sich 
opfern kann[,] dieB ist Welt-Erloser-Tod. (2: 13-
14) 

Here Biichner refused to ascribe any religious importance to 

the deaths of the Pforzheimer. Instead, he suggested that 

the significance of their sacrifice lay solely in the assur

ance that through their deaths freedom would continue to 
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exist on earth for future generations. Biichner was hence 

uncompromisingly diesseitig, convinced of the possibility 

(and probability) of heaven on this side of the grave. 

In addition, Biichner looked upon the deliberate self-

sacrifice of the four hundred Pforzheimer as an assertion of 

spiritual freedom, an exercise of the human power of rational 

self-determination. Already in the opening paragraph of the 

Pforzheimer essay, Biichner passionately proclaimed this 

idealistic belief in freedom: 

Erhaben ist es, den Menschen in Kampfe mit der 
Natur zu sehen, wenn er mit gewaltiger Kraft sich 
stemmt gegen die Wuth der entfesselten Elemente 
und, vertrauend der Kraft seines Geistes nach 
seinem Willen die Krafte der Natur ziigelt. (2: 7) 

It is because of his faith in the power of the free-

thinking individual that Biichner sympathized so strongly with 

the French Revolution. In Biichner's view, the French fight 

for freedom, along with the German Reformation and the Thirty 

Year's War, were among the key events in a grand historical 

development of mankind: 

...sowie einmal der Gedanke in keine Fesseln mehr 
geschlagen war, erkannte die Menschheit ihre Rechte 
und ihren Werth und alle Verbesserungen, die wir 
jetzt genieBen sind die Folgen der Reformation, 
ohne welche die Welt eine ganz andre Gestalt wiirde 
erhalten haben, ohne welche, wo jetzt das Licht der 
Aufklarung strahlt, ewiges Dunkel herrschen wiirde, 
ohne welche das Menschen-Geschlecht, das sich jetzt 
zu immer freieren, zu immer erhabneren Gedanken 
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erhebt, dem Thiere gleich, seiner Menschen-Wiirde 
verlustig seyn wiirde. (2: 9) 

Without doubt, the schoolboy's affirmation of free will 

and his faith in human progress are a pole apart from the de

spairing pessimism which characterized his later writing. 

Such a radical change in outlook presupposes an intervening 

disillusionment of critical intensity, a crisis capable of 

destroying these boyhood ideals.^^ The conjuncture appears to 

have occurred during Biichner's days as a university student 

in France. 

In 1831, Biichner enrolled as a student of medicine at 

the university in Strasbourg. The citizens of Strasbourg, 

through their participation in the French Revolution, had won 

political rights and individual freedoms unknown to the 

Germans, who remained oppressed by a brutal aristocracy. 

Biichner appreciated the keen interest of the French in poli

tics, especially in light of German apathy in such affairs, 

and he quickly became politically active himself, speaking 

out against the corruption of the German governments and 

attending meetings of the radical French revolutionary 

organization Societe des droits de 1' homme et du citoyen.^^ 

In fact, just a few months after his arrival in Strasbourg, 

Biichner sent a letter to his parents elatedly describing his 

participation in a student demonstration occasioned by the 
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arrival of the notorious Polish-Italian rebel leader, 

Romarino: 

So Ziehen wir in die Stadt, begleitet von einer 
ungeheuren Volksmenge unter Absingung der 
Marseillaise und der Carmagnole; iiberall erschallt 
der Ruf: Vive la liberty! vive Ramorino! a bas les 
ministres! a bas le juste milieu! (2: 413) 

However, only a couple of years later, Biichner began seri

ously to doubt his faith in the power of the individual to 

effect change. In April 1833, a group of about fifty naive 

conspirators stormed the military guardhouses in Frankfurt, 

hoping to incite a revolution that would eventually consume 

all of Germany. A few people were killed in the skirmish, 

and the government responded with arrests and a repressive 

crackdown on the universities. Nevertheless, the population 

as a whole remained completely unmoved by the incident. In 

reflecting upon this misguided putsch, Biichner started to 

recognize that revolutions were not brought about by the 

agitations of idealistic intellectuals, but by the angry 

uprisings of the oppressed and starving masses.-̂ 2 TWO months 

later he wrote to his family: 

Ich werde zwar immer meinen Grundsatzen gemaB han-
deln, habe aber in neuerer Zeit gelernt, daB nur 
das nothwendige BediirfniB der groBen Masse 
Umanderungen herbeifiihren kann, daB alles Bewegen 
und Schreien der Einzelnen vergebliches Thorenwerk 
ist. Sie schreiben, man liest sie nicht; sie 
schreien, man hort sie nicht; sie handeln, man 
hilft ihnen nicht. (2: 418). 
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At that point Biichner was forced by the laws of the 

state of Hesse to leave Strasbourg and continue his studies 

at the Landesuniversitat of Giessen. Biichner only reluc

tantly returned to Germany, a country where all opposition to 

the existing political structure was forbidden and where 

great social injustice prevailed. He also deeply regretted 

having to leave behind his friends and his fiancee, Minna 

Jaegle. Still, not until the fall of 1833, when Biichner fell 

ill with meningitis and returned to Darmstadt, did the pes

simistic tone that characterized the writing of his later 

years really begin to surface.^^ 

One can attribute the change in Biichner's attitude 

partly to his poor health and his sense of isolation in 

Darmstadt. On December 9, 1833, Biichner wrote a letter to 

his best friend, August Stober, describing his gloomy mood: 

Ich schrieb mehrmals, vielleicht sahst Du meine 
Briefe; ich klagte iiber mich und spottete iiber 
andere; beydes kann Dir zeigen, wie iibel ich mich 
befand. Ich wollte Dich nicht auch in's Lazareth 
fiihren und so schwieg ich. Du magst entscheiden ob 
die Erinnerung an 2 gliickliche Jahre, und die 
Sehnsucht nach All dem, was sie gliicklich machte 
Oder ob die widrigen Verhaltnisse, unter denen ich 
hier lebe, mich in die ungliickseelige Stimmung 
setzen. Ich glaube s'ist beydes.(2: 421) 

More profoundly contributing to Biichner's depression, 

however, were the philosophical and historical studies which 

he initiated during his convalescence. He was particularly 
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disturbed by his study of the French Revolution, as evidenced 

in his letter to Minna dated March 1834: 

Schon seit einigen Tagen nehme ich jeden Augenblick 
die Feder in die Hand, aber es war mir unmoglich, 
nur ein Wort zu schreiben. Ich studierte die 
Geschichte der Revolution. Ich fiihlte mich wie 
zernichtet unter dem graBlichen Fatalismus der 
Geschichte. Ich finde in der Menschennatur eine 
entsetzliche Gleichheit, in den menschlichen Ver-
haltnissen eine unabwendbare Gewalt, Allen und 
Keinem verliehen. Der Einzelne nur Schaum auf der 
Welle, die GroBe ein bloBer Zufall, die Herrschaft 
des Genies ein Puppenspiel, ein lacherliches Ringen 
gegen ein ehernes Gesetz, es zu erkennen das 
Hochste, es zu beherrschen unmoglich. Es fallt mir 
nicht mehr ein, vor den Paradegaulen und Eckstehern 
der Geschichte mich zu biicken. Ich gewohnte mein 
Auge ans Blut. Aber ich bin kein Guillotinen-
messer. Das muB ist eins von den Verdammungs-
worten, womit der Mensch getauft worden. (2: 425-
26) 

Biichner's historical studies confirmed what he had 

already begun to suspect during his last days in Strasbourg, 

namely, that history did not conform to an overriding ra

tional plan, that justice was not necessarily vindicated by 

the course of history. Where Biichner had once trusted in a 

meaningful historical pattern, he now could see only a 

"horrible fatality." His hope for the salvation of the world 

through enlightened revolution was replaced by resignation to 

the curse of merciless necessity.^^ 

However, at the same time that Biichner was experiencing 

such annihilating doubt regarding the role of the individual 
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in bringing about historical change, he was also organizing a 

group known as Gesellschaft fiir Menschenrechte and composing 

a political pamphlet designed to incite the peasants to re

volt. While the activism of Biichner's deeds certainly seems 

inconsistent with the determinism of his correspondence, the 

contradiction is only superficial. J. P. Stern has suggested 

in his analysis of Biichner that the style of Biichner's pam

phlet, entitled Der hessische Landbote, with its emphasis 

upon corruption, violence and deprivation, is essentially a 

series of rhetorical and poetic variations of the image of 

"the chains" which concludes Karl Marx's The Communist 

Manifesto.^^ For example, Biichner devoted long sections of 

Der hessische Landbote to the graphic depiction of the con

trast between the extravagant lives of the rich and the 

miserable lives of the peasants: 

Das Leben der Vornehmen ist ein langer Sonntag, 
sie wohnen in schonen Hausern, sie tragen zierliche 
Kleider, sie haben feiste Gesichter und reden eine 
eigne Sprache; das Volk aber liegt vor ihnen wie 
Diinger auf dem Acker. Der Bauer geht hinter dem 
Pflug, der Vornehme aber geht hinter ihm und dem 
Pflug und treibt ihn mit den Ochsen am Pflug, er 
nimmt das Korn und laBt ihm die Stoppeln. Das 
Leben des Bauern ist ein langer Werktag; Fremde 
verzehren seine Aecker vor seinen Augen, sein Leib 
ist eine Schwiele, sein SchweiB ist das Salz auf 
dem Tische des Vornehmen. (2: 34, 36) 

Indeed, Biichner's pamphlet seems to concentrate more 

upon the illumination of human suffering than upon viable 

means of eradicating it. Biichner himself admitted as much 
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in a letter to his parents dated February, 1834: "Ich hoffe 

noch immer, daB ich leidenden, gedriickten Gestalten mehr 

mitleidige Blicke zugeworfen, als kalten, vornehmen Herzen 

bittere Worte gesagt habe" (2: 423). The preoccupation with 

suffering as the dominant mode of human experience is cer

tainly consistent with the pessimism of Biichner's correspon

dence, as well as of his forthcoming play, Danton's Tod. 

Ultimately, though, Biichner's resignation to the futil

ity of revolution is confirmed by the aftermath of the 

distribution of Der hessische Landbote. The peasants who 

received copies of the pamphlet immediately handed them over 

to the police, and one of Biichner's co-conspirators, Karl 

Minnigerode, was promptly arrested. On March 9, 1835, 

Biichner was forced to flee to Strasbourg and subsequently 

disengaged himself from all political activity.^^ Shortly 

thereafter he wrote to his brother Wilhelm: "Ich habe mich 

seit einem halben Jahre vollkommen iiberzeugt, daB Nichts zu 

thun ist und daB Jeder, der im Augenblicke sich aufopfert, 

seine Haut wie ein Narr zu Markte tragt" (2: 440). 

Further corroboration of Biichner's abandonment of his 

earlier idealistic belief in human progress (and in rational 

man as the agent of that progress) can be found in his notes 

on philosophy. In another letter to his brother dated 
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September 1836, Biichner announced his intention to offer lec

tures at the university in Zurich "...iiber die philoso-

phischen Systeme der Deutschen seit Cartesius und Spinoza" 

(2: 460) . Apparently, Biichner already had devoted quite some 

time to the study of modern thought and planned to use his 

extensive notes as the basis for his proposed lectures. 

While some critics have dismissed these notes as mere 

transcriptions of Wilhelm Gottlieb Tennemann's Geschichte der 

Philosophie,'^'^ it seems unlikely, given Biichner's obvious 

interest in the subject, that these notes would contain no 

independent ideas. After all, the fact that Biichner even 

offered to lecture suggests that he had reached some sort of 

insight which he felt worthy of being communicated to 

others.^Q Even one of the sharpest critics of Biichner's 

philosophical studies acknowledges that the notes on 

Descartes and Spinoza show at least some original thought.^^ 

Biichner's method of studying philosophy was more criti

cal than constructive, but this does not detract from the 

impression of Biichner to be gained from them. Indeed, a 

philosopher's standpoint can emerge just as clearly from his 

criticism of others' opinions as from the direct expression 

of his own.20 For example, Biichner's methodical and dispas

sionate criticism of Spinoza reveals much about his own pes

simistic Weltanschauung. 
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Biichner began his criticism by accepting Spinoza's defi

nition of God as the absolutely infinite and perfect being. 

However, he quickly rejected Spinoza's "proofs" of the exis

tence of God, claiming that the existence of God was not 

apparent from the world of experience: 

Wenn man auf die Definition von Gott eingeht, so 
muB man auch das Daseyn Gottes zugeben. Was 
berechtigt uns aber, dieBe Definition zu machen? 
Der Verstand? Er kennt das Unvollkommene. Das 
Gefiihl? Es kennt den Schmerz. (2: 236) 

Biichner could not reconcile the existence of a perfect, 

morally good God, with the existence of evil and pain in the 

world. He thus chose to foresake the belief in a perfectly 

moral God, and, in turn, the accompanying belief that mankind 

was participating in some divine historical plan. Again, as 

in the historical studies conducted during the same period, 

the idealism of Biichner's youth was replaced by pessimism, a 

sense of cruel historical necessity or fatality.21 

Biichner no longer viewed people as the spiritually free 

and fully responsible individuals who populated the idealis

tic world. In a letter to his family dated February 1834 

Biichner flatly denied the autonomy of the rational human be

ing (the Jch of the previous chapter): 

Jch verachte Niemanden, am wenigsten wegen seines 
Verstandes oder seiner Bildung, well es in Niemands 
Gewalt liegt, kein Dummkopf oder kein Verbrecher zu 
werden, -well wir durch gleiche Umstande wohl Alle 
gleich wiirden, und well die Umstande auBer uns 
liegen. (2: 422) 
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Biichner argued that man's responsibility was undermined by an 

unconscious impulse over which he has no control. This sense 

of powerlessness is particularly evident in Biichner's March 

1834 letter to his fiancee, in which he plaintively asked, 

"Was ist das, was in uns liigt, mordet, stiehlt?" (2: 426). 

Biichner's rejection of the Christian concept of an abso

lute and morally perfect God, coupled with his criticism and 

rejection of the idealistic view of man's spiritual freedom 

through the power of reasoning (the Jch) , result in a pes

simism as deep as that of the representative pessimistic 

philosopher, Arthur Schopenhauer. In both Biichner and 

Schopenhauer there is a sense of the capriciousness of life, 

of the uncontrollable urgency which forces man to suffer 

unfulfilled every day of his life.22 

Possibly it was the pessimistic denial of human spiri

tual independence that gave direction to Biichner's later 

scientific work. Biichner's biological research concentrated 

on the comparative anatomy of human beings and lower verte

brates. Just as Biichner's philosophical and historical 

studies denied the rational individual the privileged posi

tion he or she enjoyed in the idealistic world-view, so, too, 

did Biichner's biological studies, by virtue of their demon

stration of the close physical relationship between people 
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and animals, remove human beings from the privileged position 

they enjoyed in the Christian faith.23 Perhaps it was this 

demotion of man to beast, both scientifically and philosophi

cally, which moved Biichner at one point to quote Beaumar-

chais' Le Mariage de Figaro: "Boire sans soif et faire 

1'amour en tout temps, madame, il n'y a que ge qui nous 

distingue des autre betes."24 

Taken as a whole, Biichner's non-imaginative writings 

yield significant direct evidence of his gradually developed 

pessimism. While Biichner's early school essays and letters 

reflect an idealistic faith in human freedom and the inevi

table progress of the world toward ever greater enlighten

ment, his later historical and philosophical studies indicate 

the complete desertion of these ideals. In view of the 

pessimism manifested in Biichner's non-imaginative writings, 

it would seem a legitimate endeavor to examine the creative 

expression of disillusionment in Lenz and to attribute that 

disillusionment to Biichner's personal pessimistic Weltan

schauung. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE ACCESSION OF THE ES: 

BUCHNER'S WELTANSCHAUUNG 

IN LENZ 

. With respect to his extant correspondence, Georg Biichner 

first mentioned writing a story about the Sturm-und-Drang 

poet Jakob Michael Reinhold Lenz (1751-1792) in a letter to 

his parents dated October 1835: 

Ich habe mir hier allerhand interessante Notizen 
iiber einen Freund Goethes, einen ungliicklichen 
Poeten namens Lenz verschafft, der sich gleich-
zeitig mit Goethe hier aufhielt und halb verriickt 
wurde. Ich denke dariiber einen Aufsatz in der 
Deutschen Revue erscheinen zu lassen. (2: 448) 

Given the odd array of connections to Lenz which Biichner 

chanced upon during his stay in Strasbourg, it is not sur

prising that he developed such an interest in Lenz, particu

larly in the poet's visit to the Strasbourg area in late 

1777. J. Ĵ  Jaegle, the father of Biichner's fiancee, was a 

friend of Pastor Jean-Frederic Oberlin, the minister who had 

given Lenz shelter in the Vosges mountains during the winter 

of 1777-78. In fact, when Oberlin died in 1826, Pastor 

Jaegle delivered the funeral sermon. Five years later, 

Ehrenfried Stober, the father of Biichner's close friends 

August and Adolf Stober, published a biography of Oberlin 

which included an account of Lenz's stay with the minister. 

In late summer 1835 August Stober gave Biichner access to the 

41 
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diaries upon which the Oberlin biography had been based. The 

record of Lenz's visit to Waldersbach contained in these di

aries became the principal source for Biichner's story.^ 

Once Biichner had proposed an essay about Lenz, he re

ceived several eager inquiries as to the status of the pro

ject from his friend and literary mentor, Karl Gutzkow. 

However, following the letter to his parents, no further 

direct mention of Lenz appears in Biichner's extant corre

spondence. In fact, Biichner himself never submitted the 

story for publication. After his death in 1836, Minna Jaegle 

forwarded a copy of the manuscript to Gutzkow, who in 1839 

published it in the Telegraph fiir Deutschland under the title 

Lenz: Eine Reliquie von Georg Biichner.^ 

At face value, Biichner's Lenz is simply a short bio

graphical work dealing with a particular period in the life 

of J. M. R. Lenz, a period which Biichner presumably regarded 

as crucial to the poet's fate. In order fully to appreciate 

the biographical aspect of the story, however, one must un

derstand the critical point at which Biichner chose to break 

into the continuity of Lenz's experience. A brief survey of 

Lenz's adult life provides the necessary context to appreci

ate the historical merit of Biichner's work. 
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Lenz was a student of theology in Konigsberg in 1771 

when he interrupted his studies to accompany two noblemen to 

Strasbourg. In Strasbourg, Lenz became a traveling tutor and 

soon joined Herder and Goethe in the now famous Salzmann lit

erary circle. Although Lenz had considerable talent in his 

own right, he became obsessed with the ambition of equaling 

Goethe, to which end he sacrificed not only the originality 

of his writing but also the sanctity of his personality. For 

example, after Goethe left Strasbourg, Lenz tried to succeed 

him in the affections of Friederike Brion, writing love poems 

so similar to Goethe's Sesenheim series that they were at one 

point attributed to Goethe. Lenz also wrote an epistolary 

novel, Der Waldbruder, closely patterned after Goethe's 

Werther. In April 177 6 Lenz followed Goethe to Weimar, where 

he promptly sought to endear himself to Goethe's new love in

terest, Charlotte von Stein. Lenz's scandalous behavior in 

this regard ultimately drove Goethe to have him expelled from 

Weimar by ducal edict.^ 

Not longer after this rupture in his friendship with 

Goethe, Lenz began to show the first signs of madness. While 

under the care of Christoph Kaufmann in Winterthur, Lenz was 

informed of the death of Goethe's sister, Cornelia Schlosser, 

a married woman for whom he had nonetheless developed a great 

passion. Lenz reacted to the news of her death so violently 
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that he had to be put into chains. After Lenz had partially 

recuperated from this attack of insanity, Kaufmann sent him 

to live with Pastor Oberlin in the mountain community of 

Waldersbach outside Strasbourg. Lenz did not travel directly 

to Waldersbach, however, instead opting to visit Friederike 

Brion in Sesenheim. Although the details of this trip remain 

obscure, it seem that Lenz tried to obtain letters from 

Friederike which could be used to blackmail Goethe. Later, 

in a Christmas sermon delivered at the vicarage, Lenz con

demned himself, Friederike, and the entire world to eternal 

damnation. He then attempted suicide in the presence of 

Friederike, only in the end to wander off into the mountains 

in the direction of Pastor Oberlin's house.^ 

After his brief but tumultuous stay in Waldersbach, the 

focus of Biichner's story, Lenz was transported under guard to 

Strasbourg. Eventually, at the expense of Duke Karl August, 

Lenz came to be cared for by a cobbler. Only in 1779 did 

Lenz finally return home to his family in Riga. He took up 

tutoring in St. Petersburg and Moscow, but was never again 

productive creatively. In 1792 Lenz died in the street in 

Moscow, alone and in extreme poverty.^ 

When Gutzkow published Biichner's story in 1839, he was 

admittedly more interested in the biographical information 
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contained in the story than in the intrinsic literary merit 

of the work. Still, even he acknowledged Biichner's literary 

skill and insight: 

Welche Naturschilderungen; welche Seelenmalerei! 
Wie weiB der Dichter die feinsten Nervenzustande 
eines, im Poetischen wenigstens, ihm verwandten 
Gemiits zu belauschen! Da ist alles mitempfunden, 
aller Seelenschmerz mitdurchdrungen; wir miissen 
erstaunen iiber eine solche Anatomie der Lebens- und 
Gemiits St orung. ̂  

Since its original publication, Biichner's story has 

transcended narrow interpretation as a biographical essay, 

becoming recognized in a broader context as an important 

achievement in psychiatric literature. Critics in this cen

tury have largely focused upon the psychopathological impli

cations of Lenz, acclaiming the story for its frightening and 

convincing portrait of schizophrenia.^ Even as recently as 

1977, David Richards constructed his analysis of the story 

primarily upon the foundation of Biichner's scientific 

achievement: "It is indeed astonishing with what amazing 

accuracy Biichner depicts the symptoms and development of a 

mental disorder first isolated and defined some sixty years 

later...."8 However, as J. P. Stern suggests in his study of 

Biichner, the conclusions of biographical enquiry and psycho

logical analysis lead only to the threshold of Biichner's 

achievement in Lenz.^ 
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While Biichner's description of Lenz's schizoid state of 

mind may be both historically and scientifically valid, the 

biographical and pyschopathological merits of the story are 

only incidental to Biichner's true objective and accomplish

ment. Biichner offered his vivid portrait of a deranged mind 

not so much as a biographical essay or as a psychological 

case study than as a challenge to the reader to re-evaluate 

his or her rationally conceived view of the world. In a 

manner reminiscent of the Greek usage of Cassandra or Shakes

peare's usage of the truth-saying Fool, Biichner enlisted a 

"mad" mind to cast a searching light on the substance of 

human experience. That is, Biichner employed Lenz's irra

tional mind to cause the reader to question what constitutes 

truth, the reader's ordinary vision of the world or the 

nightmarish world-view of Lenz.^^ The result is a powerful 

communication of Biichner's personal pessimistic Weltan

schauung. 

The examination of Biichner's outlook in Lenz is best 

initiated with a brief review of Biichner's story. Narration 

of Lenz begins with a description of the protagonist wan

dering through the mountains on his way to the home of Pastor 

Oberlin in Waldbach. During his journey Lenz experienced 

wild mood swings, culminating in a panic which only abated 

upon his arrival at the Oberlin home. 
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Oberlin warmly greeted Lenz, whose dramas were familiar 

to him, and he offered his visitor a bed in the schoolhouse. 

that night, while alone in his room, Lenz was overcome with 

an indefinable fear, which ultimately caused him to dash out

side into the darkness and throw himself into a shallow well. 

When the abruptly awakened townspeople responded to the com

motion by gathering around the well, Lenz abashedly explained 

that he customarily took a cold bath late at night. The next 

day, Lenz peacefully accompanied Pastor Oberlin on his rounds 

among the parishioners, but that night fear once again beset 

him, and he plunged himself a second time into the well. 

With the passage of time, however, Lenz became more and 

more accustomed to the simple ways of the minister and his 

family, and he appeared to find relief from his spiritual 

troubles in religion. Oberlin allowed Lenz to preach a ser

mon based upon the theme of suffering as divine service, and 

after this homily Lenz's mother appeared to him in a dream. 

Soon a mutual friend of Lenz and Oberlin, Kaufmann, arrived 

with his wife in Waldbach. These friends shared a meal and 

entered into a lively discussion in which Lenz spoke out pas

sionately against idealism in art. After dinner Kaufmann 

took Lenz aside and showed him letters from his father, who 

was urging his son to return home. Kaufmann suggested that 

Lenz should stop wasting his life and respect his father's 
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wishes, but Lenz, out of fear of losing the fragile peace he 

had found in Waldbach, vehemently rejected this advice. 

At Kaufmann's proposal, Oberlin traveled to Switzerland 

to visit the theologian Lavater. Not wanting to be left 

alone, Lenz accompanied Oberlin on part of the journey, but 

then returned home through the mountains by himself. As 

darkness approached he came upon a hut and spent a frighten

ing night there with a deliriously ill girl, a woman who 

constantly sang, and a peculiar man reputed to possess 

supernatural powers. When Lenz finally arrived back in 

Waldbach, he was deeply disturbed and sought solace in the 

company of Madame Oberlin. Soon thereafter, a maid's song 

reminded Lenz of his unhappy love affair with a woman named 

Friederike, and this memory tortured him so much that even 

Madame Oberlin could not relieve his misery. Lenz then 

learned of the death of a child named Friederike and became 

obsessed with the news. He smeared his face with ashes, 

wrapped himself up in an old sack, and rushed to the dead 

girl's side. In an imitation of Christ, he tried to awaken 

the child, but to no avail. Lenz dashed out of the hut, 

blaspheming God. 

When Oberlin returned from Switzerland, he urged Lenz to 

go home to his family, but the poet begged to stay. Lenz 
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then confessed his religious doubt to Oberlin, who tried to 

comfort him. Suddenly, Lenz began to rant about Friederike 

and his mother, both of whom he believed he had murdered. He 

asked Oberlin to scourge him for his sins, but Oberlin simply 

reassured him that forgiveness was granted by God. Uncon

vinced, Lenz spent yet another restless night, twice rushing 

outside and hurling himself into the little well. 

Oberlin, concerned about Lenz's safety, sent for the 

schoolmaster, Sebastian Scheidecker, who, with assistance 

from his brother, followed Lenz everywhere in order to pre

vent him from harming himself. Lenz managed to elude his 

guardians, however, and was finally discovered at a local 

house, where he had forced the occupants to tie him up after 

confessing to being a dangerous murderer. From then on, Lenz 

oscillated between moods of strange calm and severe distress, 

at one point even attempting suicide by jumping from a win

dow. The story ends with Lenz's transfer to Strasbourg, 

where, in a mood of total apathy, the poet submitted to an 

empty existence. 

Biichner's Weltanschauung in Lenz can be most effectively 

reconstructed by dividing the story into five segments: 

1. The walk through the mountains en route to Waldbach. 
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2. The arrival in Waldbach and Lenz's adjustment to 

life with the Oberlins. 

3. The sermon, Lenz's dream, and Kaufmann's visit. 

4. Lenz's visit to the mountain hut, the maid's song, 

and the attempt to resurrect the dead child. 

5. Lenz's descent to complete emptiness. 

In the course of careful analysis of each of these portions 

of Lenz Biichner's pessimism clearly emerges. 

The first section of Lenz instantly sweeps the reader 

into the events of the story, offering him or her no analep

tic clues as to the circumstances leading up to these events. 

This abrupt opening alone already suggests one of the basic 

precepts of the pessimistic world-view, namely, that there 

are no final causes. By foregoing a recital of Lenz's past 

history, Biichner placed into question the ability of "whys" 

and "begats" to shed light upon the truth of human experi

ence, l̂  As J. P. Stern has pointed out, the dramatic first 

paragraph of Lenz "...all but drowns out the question why, 

and transforms it into the assertion that."^^ That is, 

Biichner's introduction to his story immediately renders the 

reader's rational cause-and-effeet manner of apprehending the 

world impracticable, forcing the reader to observe instead of 

analyze. 
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What the reader is made to observe in the story is the 

world as it appears to an irrational mind, the world accord

ing to an insane protagonist. Lenz's madness quickly 

manifests itself to the reader through the poet's obvious 

inability to make rational associations with respect to time 

and space. The narrator describes Lenz's disorientation as 

such that the poet became irritated "...daB er nicht auf dem 

Kopf gehn konnte" (1: 79). Lenz also felt puzzled "...daB er 

so viel Zeit brauchte, um einen Abhang hinunter zu klimmen, 

einen fernen Punkt zu erreichen; er meinte, er miisse Alles 

mit ein Paar Schritten ausmessen konnen" (1: 79). The ab

sence of logical connections in Lenz's mind parallels the 

lack of connections made available to the reader in the nar

rative. This onslaught of irrationality challenges the 

reader, at least for the length of the story, to examine a 

world devoid of meaningful links. 

At the end of the first portion of the story, as dusk 

fell over the mountains, Lenz became gripped by 

...eine namenlose Angst in diesem Nichts, er war im 
Leeren, er rlB sich auf und flog den Abhang hin
unter. Es war finster geworden, Himmel und Erde 
verschmolzen in Eins. Es war als ginge ihm was 
nach, und als miisse ihn was Entsetzliches errei
chen, etwas das Menschen nicht ertragen konnen, als 
jage der Wahnsinn auf Rossen hinter ihm. (1: 80) 

"Nameless fear" is a word motif throughout the story, but its 

use in this instance is particularly important. This passage 
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offers the first indication that Lenz's irrationality may 

have a source, that there is a reason behind Lenz's disorien

tation . 

Karl Vietor has suggested that Lenz's "nameless fear" 

may appropriately be thought of as the "...Urangst vor dem 

Abgrund des Lebens. "̂ ^ That is, Lenz suffers from a horror 

brought about by his keen awareness of the infinite possibil

ity and actuality of human suffering.!^ It should be remem

bered that contradictions such as the inconsistency between a 

rationally-conceived world and the unrelenting presence of 

human suffering led to the rise of the pessimistic Weltan

schauung in the first place. Inasmuch as Biichner is able to 

persuade the reader in the course of the story of the vali

dity of this fear, he successfully justifies Lenz's irra

tional manner of viewing the world, thereby legitimating the 

pessimistic outlook. 

In short, Lenz's contemplations during his walk through 

the mountains primarily serve as an introduction to Biichner's 

pessimistic outlook. Biichner created a narrative in which 

the reader must share in the protagonist's irrational manner 

of viewing the world, and then challenged the reader to 

discover whether such a world-view might have validity. At 
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issue in the story right from the beginning is the verity of 

Biichner's personal pessimistic Weltanschauung. 

In the second portion of the story Lenz reached Waldbach 

and was welcomed into the Oberlin home. Lenz at first seemed 

to benefit from the human company he had found, but this calm 

remained only as long as the actual contact lasted. As soon 

as Lenz was alone in the darkness of his own room, the memory 

of Oberlin's home faded away "...wie ein Schatten, ein 

Traum..." (1: 81). This attenuation of Lenz's contact with 

reality suggests the idealistic dictum that the world is only 

an idea, a dictum retained in the pessimistic philosophy pro-

pounded by Schopenhauer. However, while the idealists incor

porated this maxim into a positive world-view, seeing in it 

evidence of the autonomy of the individual human spirit, the 

pessimists viewed this maxim negatively, regarding it as con

firmation of man's utterly illusory and meaningless exis

tence . 

Further into the second passage, Biichner described 

Lenz's desperate attempts somehow to connect with an enig

matic world: 

...er sprang auf, er lief durchs Zimmer, die Treppe 
hinunter, vor's Haus; aber umsonst, Alles finster, 
nichts, er war selbst ein Traum, einzelne Gedanken 
huschten auf, er hielt sie fest, es war ihm als 
miisse er immer 'Vater unser' sagen.... (1: 81) 
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By concentrating his attention upon thoughts that came to his 

mind and by continually reciting the Lord's Prayer, Lenz 

hoped to make rational contact with a world existing only in 

the imagination of the individual. The fact that these men

tal efforts failed Lenz is consistent with Schopenhauer's 

conviction that the Jch, the rational consciousness of the 

individual, is not the ultimate source of the individual's 

world. 

Lenz did finally manage to come into contact with real

ity that first evening in Waldbach, but he did so only be

cause of the function of a deeper level of consciousness: 

"...ein dunkler Instinkt trieb ihn, sich zu retten, er stieB 

an die Steine, er riB sich mit den Nageln, der Schmerz fing 

an, ihm das BewuBtsein wiederzugeben, er stiirzte sich in den 

Brunnstein..." (1: 81). Lenz felt an inextinguishable urge 

to save himself, an urge which drove him independently of his 

will to assert his existence in an illusory world. He jumped 

into the well because the only way he could affirm both his 

own existence and the existence of the world around him was 

through the painful shock of the cold water. ̂ ^ Such uncon

trolled, instinctive longing to give some sort of substance 

to the illusory is a manifestion of the Es of the pessimis

tic Weltanschauung. The fact that Lenz could only satisfy 
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the Es by inflicting himself with pain serves as evidence of 

the irrationality of this instinctive mode of consciousness. 

The irrational longing to be "saved" arguably drove 

Lenz to Oberlin in the first place, and at least for a time 

Lenz seemed to find what he was seeking—release from his in

cessant urge to fill the void created by a world existing 

only as illusion. Oberlin himself was the chief source of 

that peace. Biichner described how the people of the area 

came to Oberlin and told him their dreams and their premoni

tions, and how it was then "...rasch in's praktische Leben, 

Wege angelegt, Kanale gegraben, die Schule besucht" (1: 82). 

The villagers felt connected to the enigmatic world because 

of their faith in a rational plan of God, a plan which would 

ultimately yield meaning to their suffering on earth. The 

sight of these people, "schweigend und ernst" (1: 82), living 

in harmony with their surroundings through faith, consoled 

Lenz . 

As night approached once more, however, Lenz again lost 

his sense of contact with the world: "...der Alp des Wahn-

sinns setzte sich zu seinen FiiBen, der rettungslose Gedanke, 

als sey Alles nur sein Traum, offnete sich vor ihm..." (1: 

82) . In another desperate attempt to prevent reality from 

slipping away, Lenz again clung to objects, spoke and sang to 
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himself, and repeated passages from Shakespeare. Finally, 

relentlessly driven by the Es to assert his existence, he 

plunged himself back into the well. Here the narrator also 

mentions Lenz's secret hope "auf eine Krankheit" (1: 83), a 

hope which quite succinctly communicates a fundamental 

precept of Buchner's pessimistic Weltanschauung. In Lenz's 

"mad" view, sickness meant suffering, and suffering meant 

finally to be sure of one's existence, to have responded to 

the urge of the Es.^^ 

Toward the end of the second section of Biichner's story, 

Lenz gradually became more and more composed. Oberlin told 

Lenz of a deeply affecting personal religious experience, ex

plaining "...wie Gott so ganz bei ihm eingekehrt, daB er 

kindlich seine Loose aus der Tasche holte, um zu wissen, was 

er thun sollte..." (1: 83). The idea that one's fate was in 

the control of a rational higher being deeply affected Lenz, 

so much so that eventually "...ein heimliches Weihnachts-

gefiihl beschlich ihn, er meinte manchmal seine Mutter miisse 

hinter einem Baume hervortreten, groB, und ihm sagen, sie 

hatte ihm dies Alles bescheert. . ." (1: 83). In this moment, 

Lenz felt "...als hatte ihn was an der Stirn beriihrt, das We-

sen sprach ihn an" (1: 83). By accepting the existence of 

some sort of benevolent higher being, Lenz no longer viewed 

his suffering as the product of endless effort to satisfy the 
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Es, but rather, assigned his suffering positive value as a 

means of achieving mercy and salvation. Thus, Lenz finally 

found at least momentary relief from the curse of merciless 

and meaningless necessity, and his "insanity" abated. 

With this respite the third section of the story begins. 

Lenz asked Oberlin for permission to deliver a sermon, a re

quest which Oberlin granted. Biichner's narrator describes 

how Lenz spoke to the villagers, telling them that he and 

they were all suffering together, and that it was a comfort 

to him if he could turn their thoughts away from material 

distress toward heaven. This sermon reflects yet another 

affinity between the world-views of Biichner and Schopen

hauer, ̂ ^ for Schopenhauer argued that the sense of solidarity 

in suffering was the only source of moral action.!^ This 

reference to the positive function of pity, however, should 

not be regarded as a sign that Biichner conceded a rational 

meaning to suffering, because in Biichner's view pity was no 

less a product of the whims of the Es than the suffering to 

which it was addressed. 

Lenz's sermon prompted the villagers to sing: "LaB in 

mir die heil'gen Schmerzen, / Tiefe Bronnen ganz aufbrechen; 

/ Leiden sey all mein Gewinnst, / Leiden sey mein Gottes-

dienst" (1: 84). Through this hymn, the villagers embraced 
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the suffering imposed upon them by God as just punishment for 

the existence of evil on earth. Lenz, though, found little 

comfort in their song: 

Das Drangen in ihm, die Musik, der Schmerz, er-
schiitterte ihn. Das All war fiir ihn in Wunden; er 
fiihlte tiefen unnennbaren Schmerz davon. Jetzt, 
ein anderes Seyn, gottliche, zuckende Lippen biick-
ten sich iiber ihm nieder, und sogen sich an seine 
Lippen.... (1: 84-85) 

The image of "divine, twitching lips" bending over Lenz is 

reminiscent of a scene in Buchner's play Leonce und Lena ."^^ 

Lena had an apocalyptic vision of a crucified world in which 

Christ could not save his peaple, but could only share in 

their pain (1: 118). Still, the fact that Lenz found any 

link at all between humanity and a deity sent him into a sort 

of mystical ecstasy:2i 

Er war allein, allein! Da rauschte die Quelle, 
Strome brachen aus seinen Augen, er kriimmte sich in 
sich, es zuckten seine Glieder, es war ihm als 
miisse er sich auflosen, er konnte kein Ende finden 
der Wollust.... (1: 85) 

At last, it seemed that Lenz's unceasing longing to connect 

with the world (the longing of the Es) had been satisfied. 

/ 

At this point in the narrative, however, the reader 

finds ominous signs that Lenz's peace is only temporary. On 

the morning after his sermon, Lenz calmly told Oberlin that 

his mother had appeared to him in the night during a dream: 

...sie sey in einem weiBen Kleide aus der dunkeln 
Kirchhofmauer hervorgetreten, und habe eine weiBe 
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und eine rothe Rose an der Brust stecken gehabt; 
sie sey dann in eine Ecke gesunken, und die Rosen 
seyen langsam iiber sie gewachsen, sie sey gewiB 
todt (1: 85) 

Although Lenz did not appear to be particularly disturbed by 

the dream, David Richards has suggested that Lenz's loss, or 

dream of loss, is quite significant to the poet's spiritual 

condition.22 up until this passage in the narrative Lenz's 

mother had always been associated with her son's fleeting 

tranquil moments. She was presumably one of "die Stillen 

Gesichter" (1: 81) which came to mind when Lenz, upon his 

arrival in Waldbach, peacefully told the Oberlins of his 

homeland, and Lenz had expected his mother to appear when he 

experienced the "heimliches Weihnachtsgefiihl" quoted earlier. 

According to Richards, in dreaming of his mother's death, 

Lenz unconsciously expressed "the fearful pre-sentiment that 

this source of peace and comfort [was] irrevocably lost to 

him. "23 Biichner appears to use this episode to hint that the 

striving of the Es so dramatically illustrated in the second 

section of the story had only been momentarily satisfied in 

the third. 

Another hint of the impending crescendo of the longing 

of the Es appears in the passage immediately following the 

discussion of Lenz's dream, when Lenz expressed his thoughts 

upon the relationship between man and nature. Lenz explained 
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...wie in Allem eine unaussprechliche Harmo-
nie, ein Ton, eine Seeligkeit sey, die in den 
hohern Formen mit mehr Organen aus sich her-
ausgriffe, tonte, auffaBte und dafiir aber auch 
um so tiefer afficiert wiirde, wie in den 
niedrigen Formen Alles zuriickgedrangter, be-
schrankter, dafiir aber auch die Ruhe in sich 
groBer sey. (1: 86) 

Lenz yearned to perceive the inherent harmony of all things, 

but he realized that his complex nature forced him to pursue 

such matters until their abstraction led him to frightening 

^dreams.24 This argument suggests that the yearning of the Es 

manifests itself to varying degrees in different people, a 

conviction echoed in Lenz's later passionate discussion of 

art: "...die Gefiihlsader ist in fast alien Menschen gleich, 

nur ist die Hiille mehr oder weniger dicht, durch die sie 

brechen muB" (1: 87). Here Biichner implied that Lenz's spir

itual difficulties, although a radicalized case, were never-

theless indicative of a human truth. Lenz's struggle with 

the Es of his consciousness is a struggle which, according 

to the pessimistic world-view, all men and women face. 

The turning point in the third passage, and in the story 

as a whole, occurs with Kaufmann's visit to Waldbach. Kauf

mann was a representative of Lenz's former life, a life 

characterized by the endless yearning of the Es. Thus, his 

arrival in Waldbach symbolized for Lenz the threat of a 

return to the curse of merciless and meaningless necessity, 

the threat of a renewed manifestation of the Es. When 
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Kaufmann suggested that Lenz return home and find some goal 

in life, Lenz heard in these words a verbalization of the 

tyranny of the Es in his soul, and he lashed out against the 

apparent incarnation of his consciousness standing before 

him: 

LaBt mich doch in Ruhe! Nur ein bischen Ruhe, 
jetzt wo es mir ein wenig wohl wird! Hier weg? 
Ich verstehe das nicht, mit den zwei Worten ist die 
Welt verhunzt. Jeder hat was nothig; wenn er ruhen 
kann, was konnt' er mehr haben! Immer steigen, 
ringen und so in Ewigkeit Alles was der Augenblick 
giebt, wegwerfen ,und immer darben, um einmal zu 
genieBen; diirsten, wahrend einem helle Quellen iiber 
den Weg springen. Es ist mir jetzt ertraglich, und 
da will ich bleiben; warum? warum? Eben well es 
mir wohl ist; was will mein Vater? Kann er mehr 
geben? Unmoglich! LaBt mich in Ruhe. (1: 89) 

Lenz's insight in this passage renders peace of mind as man's 

most cherished goal. In turn, Lenz's fear of losing this 

peace reflects the pessimistic belief that the Es can never 

be satisfied, that human life is an endless struggle between 

desiring and attaining, that the Es pushes man to despise 

what he possesses and always to yearn for something more. 

It is at this juncture that the fourth portion of the 

story begins. Kaufmann could not persuade Lenz to leave the 

Steintal, but he did convince Oberlin to go to Switzerland. 

When Oberlin left, the peace that Lenz found in Waldbach sym

bolically departed with him.25 Lenz once again felt driven by 

the Es to fill the void created by the enigma of life. 
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Lenz accompanied Oberlin on part of his journey, and 

then returned home over the same rough terrain which had so 

disturbed him at the beginning of the story. Again, rational 

distinctions for Lenz began to fade away: "Er wurde still, 

vielleicht fast traumend, es verschmolz ihm Alles in eine 

Linie, wie eine steigende und sinkende Welle, zwischen Himmel 

und Erde, es war ihm als lage er an einem unendlichen Meer, 

das leise auf- und abwogte" (1: 89-90). 

That night, Lenz was accepted into the home of stran

gers, an experience which heightened his awareness of the 

eternal actuality of suffering. The sick girl's relationship 

to the world was so tenuous that she did not respond to 

Lenz's arrival and appeared completely unaware of his pres

ence. Later that night a mysterious man arrived at the hut, 

a man "mit unruhigem verwirrtem Gesicht"(l: 90) whose pres

ence caused the girl to become restless. She sat up all 

night chanting and talking, and when she finally calmed down 

the next morning, Lenz noticed "einen Ausdruck unbeschreib-

lichen Leidens"(l: 91) on her face. Meanwhile, a woman con

tinually snarled a song in the background. 

This episode had severe consequences for Lenz's spirit: 

Doch hatte die verflossene Nacht einen gewaltigen 
Eindruck auf ihn gemacht. Die Welt war ihm helle 
gewesen, und er spiirte an sich ein Regen und 
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Wimmeln nach einem Abgrund, zu dem ihn eine uner-
bittliche Gewalt hinriB. (1: 91) 

Once again, Lenz experienced horror brought about by an 

awareness of the infinite possibility and actuality of human 

suffering. This horror reawakened in him the feeling that 

humans were completely at the mercy of the Es, a feeling 

which he desperately tried to ignore by throwing himself into 

activities and grasping at any distractions. 

Biichner's pessimistic conviction that man is doomed to 

suffer is further underscored by the transitory nature of 

Lenz's happiness, as reflected in the poet's reaction to a 

song which reminded him of a lost love. Lenz told Frau 

Oberlin he was happy with Friederike and despaired: "...doch 

kann ich sie mir nicht mehr vorstellen, das Bild lauft mir 

fort, und dies martert mich..." (1: 92). By juxtaposing 

memories of former happiness and Lenz's current unhappiness, 

Biichner highlighted the fleeting quality of spiritual satis

faction, a consequence of the Es. 

The more that Lenz lost contact with the world, the more 

strongly he felt compelled by the Es to assert his existence 

in that world: "...je leerer, je kalter, je sterbender er 

sich innerlich fiihlte, desto mehr drangte es ihn, eine Gluth 

in sich zu wecken..." (1: 92-93). Despite all his efforts to 

make contact with the world, however, Lenz only felt dead. 
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Finally, he implored God to send him a sign which would re

lieve his sense of isolation and give meaning to his exis

tence . 

Lenz expected God to reveal Himself by using him as an 

instrument to waken a dead child named Friederike. The 

thought that the young girl's sweet features would soon decay 

had caused Lenz great pain, for a child's misery seemed to 

him to be particularly cruel and wholly inconsistent with the 

idea of a benevolent God. Lenz strongly identified with the 

child's apparent abandonment by God26 and committed his entire 

being to what he considered to be the test of God's ex

istence. Praying for divine power, he pronounced the words 

which had proven effective for Christ: "Stehe auf und wan-

die!" (1: 93) . 

The result of this experiment was devastating: "...die 

Wande hallten ihm niichtern den Ton nach, daB es zu spotten 

schien, und die Leich blieb kalt. Da stiirzte er halb wahn-

sinnig nieder, dann jagte es ihn auf, hinaus in's Gebirg" (1: 

93) . With the failure of his experiment, a test designed to 

prove God's care for his creatures, Biichner realized that he 

was utterly alone in the world: 

Er rannte auf und ab. In seiner Brust war ein 
Triumph-Gesang der Holle. Der Wind klang wie ein 
Titanenlied, es war ihm, als konnte er eine unge-
heure Faust hinauf in den Himmel ballen und Gott 

.•^^ V " . -
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herbei reiBen und zwischen seinen Wolken schleifen; 
als konnte er die Welt mit den Zahnen zermalmen und 
sie dem Schopfer in's Gesicht speien.... Lenz 
muBte laut lachen, und mit dem Lachen griff der 
Atheismus in ihn und faBte ihn ganz sicher und 
ruhig und fest. ...Es war ihm Alles leer und 
hohl (1: 93-94) 

The destruction of Lenz's belief in a benevolent deity 

leads into the final portion of Buchner's story, in which 

Lenz submitted to a completely isolated and empty existence 

in an absurd world. Because Lenz had come to see God only as 

an illusion in the minds of naive people, he lost all hope 

that his life might have rational meaning: "'Doch mit mir 

ist's aus! Ich bin abgefallen, verdammt in Ewigkeit, ich bin 

der ewige Jude.'" (1: 94). 

Once Lenz had lost his faith in God, man, and nature and 

had surrendered fully to his feelings of isolation, he lost 

all motivation to act. After all, in a world where actions 

are meaningless, the only appropriate response ist to do 

nothing.27 Lenz explained his sense of ennui to Oberlin: 

'Ja wenn ich auch so gliicklich ware, wie Sie, einen 
so behaglichen Zeitvertrieb aufzufinden, ja man 
konnte sich die Zeit schon so ausfiillen. Alles aus 
MiiBiggang. Denn die Meisten beten aus Langeweile, 
die Dritten sind tugendhaft, die Vierten lasterhaft 
und ich gar nichts, gar nichts, ich mag mich nicht 
einmal umbringen: es ist zu langweilig!' (1: 96) 
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Despite the apathy associated with utter emptiness, however, 

Lenz continued to be instinctively compelled to fill his in

ner void: 

...die Welt, die er hatte nutzen wollten, hatte 
einen ungeheuern RiB, er hatte keinen HaB, keine 
Liebe, keine Hoffnung, eine schreckliche Leere und 
doch eine folternde Unruhe, sie auszufiillen. Er 
hatte N i c h t s . Was er that, that er mit 
BewuBtsein und doch zwang ihn ein innerlicher 
Instinkt. (1: 97-98) 

Completely cut off from other people and the world around 

him, Lenz retreated into madness: "Es war ihm dann, als exi-

stire er allein, als bestiinde die Welt nur in seiner Ein-

bildung, als sey nichts, als er, er sey das ewig Verdammte, 

der Satan; allein mit seinen folternden Vorstellungen" (1: 

99) . Pastor Oberlin continued to urge Lenz to turn to God 

for peace of mind, but Lenz could find no comfort in a deity 

who allowed such suffering to exist: "'...aber ich, war' ich 

allmachtig, sehen Sie, wenn ich so ware, ich konnte das 

Leiden nicht ertragen, ich wiirde retten, retten, ich will ja 

nichts als Ruhe, Ruhe, nur ein wenig Ruhe und schlafen 

konnen'" (1: 99). 

The final paragraphs of the story summarize Lenz's 

spiritual disintegration and capture the essence of the pes

simistic Weltanschauung.^^ Biichner's narrator begins by ob

jectively describing Lenz's condition en route to Strasbourg: 

Er saB mit kalter Resignation im Wagen, wie sie 
das Thai hervor nach Westen fuhren. Es war ihm 
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einerlei, wohin man ihn fiihrte; mehrmals, wo der 
Wagen bei dem schlechten Wege in Gefahr gerieth, 
blieb er ganz ruhig sitzen; er war vollkommen 
gleichgiiltig. In diesem Zustand legte er den Weg 
durch's Gebirge zuriick. (1: 100-01) 

At this point the narrative intensifies, providing a vivid 

nature description: 

Gegen Abend waren sie im Rheintale. Sie entfernten 
sich allmahlich vom Gebirg, das nun wie eine tief-
blaue Krystallwelle sich in das Abendroth hob, und 
auf deren warmer Fluth die rothen Strahlen des 
Abends spielten; iiber die Ebene hin am FuBe des 
Gebirges lag ein schimmerndes blauliches Ge-
spinnst.. . . Die Erde war wie ein goldner Pokal, 
iiber den schaumend die Goldwellen des Monds lief en. 
(1: 101) 

While this image beautifully evokes what the world means to 

the average person, Lenz, in his shattering sense of isola

tion, no longer shares this vision: "Lenz starrte ruhig hin

aus, keine Ahnung, kein Drang; nur wuchs eine dumpfe Angst in 

ihm, je mehr die Gegenstande sich in der Finsternis verloren" 

(1: 101). Life for Lenz was thereafter completely devoid of 

meaning; he simply existed: "Er schien ganz verniinftig, 

sprach mit den Leuten; er that Alles wie es die Andern 

thaten, es war aber eine entsetzliche Leere in ihm, er fiihlte 

keine Angst mehr, kein Verlangen; sein Dasein war ihm eine 

nothwendige Last. -So lebte er hin" (1: 101). 

Indeed, the story Lenz is much more than a biographical 

essay about a German poet or a clinical study of schizo

phrenia. Biichner offers in Lenz an interpretation of the 
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.world based upon suffering as the dominant mode of human 

experience. Lenz was driven by the Es to assert his exis

tence in an enigmatic world by inflicting himself with pain, 

but the suffering caused by the Es had no rational meaning 

and only confirmed his isolation. While Lenz's experience is 

certainly a momentous exaggeration, it is valid, in the words 

of J. P. Stern, "...as a mosaic of emotions and acts and 

reactions each of which represents a part—at once possible 

and actual—of our true self, flesh of our flesh, even though 

the imagined whole is a stranger to our sanity. "29 Biichner 

creatively explored the human possibility which was expressed 

by Lenz's life, using the poet's experience as a metaphor for 

all human life under the aspect of the pessimistic Weltan

schauung. 
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CHAPTER V 

PESSIMISM AND NARRATIVE FORM: 

THE IMPACT OF BUCHNER'S 

WELTANSCHAUUNG 

Ultimately, Georg Biichner's pessimistic Weltanschauung 

in Lenz is significant because of its tremendous impact upon 

Biichner's narrative method. In his efforts to give his 

vision of reality valid artistic expression, Biichner broke 

with traditional narrative methods and employed what are now 

considered to be distinctly modernist techniques.^ Kurt Voss 

most succinctly expresses the crux of the relationship be

tween Biichner's narrative style and the Weltanschauung to 

which he hoped to give life: "Im Gegensatz zur Klassik, die 

von der Form her das Leben sucht, gewinnt diese 'barocke' 

Kunst yom Leben her die Form."2 

The overriding structural feature of Biichner's story is 

its lack of plot. The events in Lenz are combined into a 

story not upon the basis of causality, but solely upon the 

basis of their temporal succession. 3 Biichner's decision to 

offer a narrative devoid of causality (devoid of plot) is not 

surprising, considering that such a narrative mirrors the 

very world-view which Biichner was trying to communicate in 

the story. Inasmuch as the absence of rational causality in 

71 
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the world constitutes a major principle of the pessimistic 

outlook, the "plotlessness" of Lenz reflects the pessimistic 

resignation to the "plotlessness" of life. 

Still, if Biichner had planned only to present a tempo

rally arranged sequence of events, he would have had little 

reason to modify the diary in which the events related in 

the story were originally recorded. Pastor Oberlin reported 

Lenz's activities in an already concise and objective form, 

providing no causal links and intending his observations sim

ply to speak for themselves:"* 

Er besuchte das Grab des Kindes, das er hatte er-
wecken wollen, kniete zu verschiedenen Malen 
nieder, kiiBte die Erde des Grabes, schien betend, 
doch mit groBer Verwirrung, riB etwas von der auf 
dem Grabe stehenden Krone ab, als ein Andenken, 
gieng wieder zuriick gen Waldersbach, kehrte wieder 
um, und Sebastian immer mit. (1: 466) 

That Biichner copied this entire passage, except for the 

word "immer," directly from Oberlin's diary, suggests that 

the factual dryness of Oberlin's account suited Biichner's 

purpose. Nevertheless, while Biichner lifted many sections of 

Lenz verbatim from his source, large portions of the story 

are freely invented, or at least only vaguely suggested by 

Oberlin's record. It is in these deviations from his source 

material that the key to Biichner's narrative method is to be 

found. 
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Biichner himself provided only few hints about his liter

ary aims. One very important clue to his narrative method, 

however, clearly emerges from his correspondence and his cre

ative works. Biichner was diametrically opposed to the estab-

lished artistic principles of his age, particularly to the 

practice of idealization. This disdain for classicism was 

crucial to the development of Biichner's narrative practice. 

In an essay criticizing the poems of Gottfried August 

Biirger, Friedrich Schiller summarized the classical doctrine 

of idealization: 

Eine notwendige Operation des Dichters ist Idea-
lisierung ^seines Gegenstandes, ohne welche er 
aufhort, seinen Namen zu verdienen. Ihm kommt es 
zu, das Vortreffliche seines Gegenstandes (mag 
dieser nun Gestalt, Empfindung oder Handlung sein, 
in ihm oder auBer ihm wohnen) von grobern, wenig
stens fremdartigen Beimischungen zu befreien, die 
in mehreren Gegenstanden zerstreuten Strahlen von 
Vollkommenheit in einem einzigen zu sammeln, daB 
EbenmaB storende Ziige der Harmonie des Ganzen zu 
unterwerfen, das Individuelle und Lokale zum All-
gemeinen zu erheben. Alle Ideale, die er auf diese 
Art, im Einzelnen bildet, sind gleichsam nur Aus-
fliisse eines innern Ideals von Vollkommenheit, das 
in der Seele des Dichters wohnt.5 

Biichner passionately rejected this classical conception of 

the writer's task: 

Was noch die sogenannten Idealdichter anbetrifft, 
so finde ich, daB sie fast nichts als Marionetten 
mit himmelblauen Nasen und affectirtem Pathos, aber 
nicht Menschen von Fleisch und Blut gegeben haben, 
deren Leid und Freude mich mitempfinden macht, und 
deren Thun und Handeln mir Abscheu oder Bewunderung 
einfloBt. (2: 444) 
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Biichner did not believe that the artist was supposed to offer 

spiritually beautiful puppets in the style of Schiller's Max 

Piccolomini, Maria Stuart or the Maid of Orleans. Instead, 

Biichner demanded that the artist present real men and women 

who, by virtue of their "realness," could inspire feeling.^ 

As Biichner allowed Lenz to express it: "...das unbedeutendste 

Gesicht macht einen tiefern Eindruck als die bloBe Empfindung 

des Schonen" (1: 87). 

Buchner's fiery opposition to idealization in art is 

closely related to his pessimistic world-view. Just as 

Biichner saw little relationship between the beautiful souls 

of classicism and the people who actually inhabited the 

world, so, too, he discerned little connection between the 

spiritual autonomy preached by the idealists and the reality 

of the human spiritual condition. While the idealistic faith 

in the individual's power rationally to shape his or her own 

world certainly constituted a beautiful image, Biichner dis

missed it as an "unreal" image. Biichner offered in his writ

ing a "real" image of the human spirit, a pessimistic image 

analagous to Schopenhauer's view of the world. Biichner felt 

that the individual was driven by the Es, an irrational level 

of human consciousness, to engage in meaningless activity and 

to suffer an infinite lack of fulfillment, and he actively 
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sought a form which could give this Weltanschauung "real" 

life. 

Biichner's "realism," when viewed in contradistinction to 

classical idealization, was intended to accomplish what 

Biichner thought classicism had failed to accomplish: to 

portray the true state of the human spirit, whether beautiful 

or ugly. In other words, Biichner demanded a "characteristic" 

art for which the supreme value would be truth.'' Along these 

lines, Biichner had his protagonist in Lenz argue: 

Ich verlange in Allem - Leben, Moglichkeit des 
Daseins, und dann ist's gut; wir haben dann nicht 
zu fragen, ob es schon, ob es haBlich ist, das 
Gefiihl, daB Was geschaffen sey, Leben habe, stehe 
iiber diesen Beiden, und sey das einzige Kriterium 
in Kunstsachen. (1: 86) 

Biichner's primary concern in Lenz, then, was to commu

nicate his vision of reality with the utmost exactness. As 

was discussed in the previous chapter, Biichner planned to use 

his hero's insane mind to challenge the reader to abandon his 

or her cause-and-effeet interpretation of the world and to 

examine that world from another point of view. Wisely, 

Biichner realized that the reader would place more faith in 

Lenz's raw perception than in a narrator's interpretation of 

that perception. 8 Hence, Biichner developed in his story a 

narrative method which was for his time boldly innovative; he 

dramatized the process of perception and allowed the reader 
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to directly participate in the protagonist's point of view. 

The result is the artistic communication of the pessimistic 

Weltanschauung. 

Gerhart Baumann^ and Peter Hasubek^O have pointed out 

that Biichner's story is dominated by paratactic sentence 

structure. Biichner's narrator himself characterizes Lenz's 

speech as consisting of the "abgebrochenen Satzen" (1: 92) 

and "abgebrochene Worte" (1: 94) characteristic of parataxis, 

A representative example of Lenz's broken sentences and the 

effect which they have upon the reader can be found in the 

passage in which Lenz asks Oberlin about the fate of 

Friederike: 

'Ach sie ist todt! Lebt sie noch? du Engel, sie 
liebte mich - ich liebte sie, sie war's wiirdig - o 
du Engel. Verfluchte Eifersucht, ich habe sie auf-
geopfert - sie liebte noch einen andern - ich 
liebte sie, sie war's wiirdig - o gute Mutter, auch 
die liebte mich. Ich bin ein Morder!' (1: 94-95) 

Lenz's thoughts run together in a series of short statements 

devoid of logical connections. As Peter Hasubek has sug

gested, such confused speech is the outer manifestation of 

Lenz's inner turmoil. ̂ ^ However, Biichner used paratactic 

sentence structure for much more than just direct quotations 

of Lenz's words. 

Lenz's sensual perceptions are also described by the 

narrator paratactically, presented one after the other. 
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without conjunctions or other transitional cues which might 

help the reader coordinate these perceptions: 

Eines Morgens ging er hinaus, die Nacht war Schnee 
gefallen, im Thai lag heller Sonnenschein, aber 
weiterhin die Landschaft halb im Nebel. Er kam 
bald vom Weg ab, und eine sanfte Hohe hinauf, keine 
Spur von FuBtritten mehr, neben einem Tannenwald 
hin, die Sonne schnitt Krystalle, der Schnee war 
leicht und flockig, hie und da Spur von Wild leicht 
auf dem Schnee, die sich ins Gebirg hinzog. (1: 
83) 

Biichner's commitment to conveying the experience exactly as 

Lenz experienced it leads to a narrative characterized both 

by the absence of connectives and the suppression of verbs 

("die Landschaft halb im Nebel"; "keine Spur von FuBtritten 

mehr").^2 Through paratactic descriptions, the reader is able 

to share directly in Lenz's thought process, which consists 

of observation to the exclusion of logical ref lection .̂ 3 Lenz 

saw the world, but could assign no meaningful order to it. 

By allowing the reader to participate in Lenz's irrational 

way of perceiving the world, Biichner enabled the reader to 

examine a world devoid of rational meaning, the world as seen 

through pessimistic eyes. 

The intensifying effect of parataxis is particularly ev

ident at those critical instances where Biichner carried the 

method to the extreme, isolating words which are key to 

Lenz's spiritual torment: 

Er ging hinauf, es war kalt oben, eine weite Stube, 
leer, ein hohes Bett im Hintergrund. (1: 81) 
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...Alles finster, nichts, er war sich selbst ein 
Traum, einzelne Gedanken huschten auf, er hielt sie 
fest (1: 81) 

...der Himmel war ein dummes blaues Aug, und der 
Mond stand ganz lacherlich darin, einfaltig.... 
(1: 94) 

Dann gerieth er zwischen Schlaf und Wachen in einen 
entsetzlichen Zustand; er stieB an etwas Grauen-
haftes, Entsetzliches, der Wahnsinn packte ihn.... 
(1: 99) 

Because of their isolation through the paratactic coordina

tion of the sentence, the words "leer," "nichts," "einfal

tig," and "Entsetzliches" acquire emphasis in the thoughts of 

Lenz. 14 This emphasis is certainly not arbitrary, for these 

words signify the major effects of the tyranny of the Es upon 

the human psyche. 

Of course, while Biichner wanted the reader to share in 

Lenz's point of view, he did not want to sacrifice credibil

ity by allowing an insane protagonist to narrate events in 

the first person. Thus, Biichner chose to retain the third 

person narrative of Oberlin's diary, entering Lenz's thoughts 

through parataxis. The result is a narrative in which 

Biichner can both objectively observe Lenz's activities and 

subjectively dip into Lenz's innermost thoughts.15 

One of the passages in which Lenz's efforts to contact 

reality are described offers an excellent example of the full 

effect of Biichner's third person, paratactic narrative: "Er 

S(S>;.-
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sprach, er sang, er recitirte Stellen aus Shakespeare, er 

griff nach Allem, was sein Blut sonst hatte rascher flieBen 

machen, er versuchte Alles, aber kalt, kalt" (1: 82-83). In 

this passage, the short direct statements of Lenz's activi

ties maintain the sobriety of Biichner's source. Gradually, 

however, the narrator begins to probe more deeply into Lenz's 

frantic mind. The phrase "er versuchte Alles" suggests sig

nificantly more of Lenz's inner desperation than the opening 

phrases "er sprach, er sang." With the words "kalt, kalt" 

Biichner seems to abandon the third person narrative alto

gether, allowing Lenz to speak out directly. Once Lenz has 

spoken, though, Biichner's narrator immediately returns to the 

detached narration which characterized the beginning of the 

passage.i^ 

Walter Hollerer has suggested that passages such as this 

identify Biichner as an early pioneer in the technique of in

terior monolog.^'' By using a third person narrative and only 

occasionally directly entering into his character's mind, 

Biichner evoked a mysterious world of images and sensations 

lurking behind the world of "normal" perceptions. 18 As a re

sult, Biichner was able to draw the reader away from his or 

her own common-sense interpretation of the world into a 

world-view in which rationality played little role. That is, 

the reader is lured JDy the narrative form of Lenz to examine 
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the irrationality of the world, to confront the pessimistic 

Weltanschauung. 

While Biichner's story employs paratactic sentence struc

ture and third person narrative in order to "objectively" 

dramatize Lenz's process of perception, the hypotactic sen

tence is not without a role in the work. In fact, one re

markable instance of hypotaxis in Lenz serves an essential 

function in the communication of Biichner's Weltanschauung: 

Nur manchmal, wenn der Sturm das Gewolk in die 
Thaler warf, und es den Wald herauf dampfte, und 
die Stimmen an den Felsen wach wurden, bald wie 
farn verhallende Donner, und dann gewaltig heran 
brausten, in Tonen, als wollten sie in ihrem wilden 
Jubel die Erde besingen, und die Wolken wie wilde 
wiehernde Rosse heransprengten, und der 
Sonnenschein dazwischen durchging und kam und sein 
blitzendes Licht iiber die Gipfel in die Thaler 
schnitt; oder wenn der Sturm das Gewolk abwarts 
trieb und einen lichtblauen See hineinreiB, und 
dann der Wind verhallte und tief unten aus den 
Schluchten, aus den Wipfeln der Tannen wie ein 
Wiegenlied und Glockengelaute heraufsummte, und am 
tiefen Blau ein leises Rot hinaufklomm, und kleine 
Wolkchen auf silbernen Fliigeln durchzogen und alle 
Berggipfel scharf und fest, weit iiber das Land hin 
glanzten und blitzten, riJ3 es ihm in der Brust, er 
stand, keuchend, den Leib vorwarts gebogen, Augen 
und Mund weit offen, er meinte, er miisse den Sturm 
in sich Ziehen, Alles in sich fassen, er dehnte 
sich aus und lag iiber der Erde, er wiihlte sich in 
das All hinein, es war eine Lust, die ihm wehe tat; 
Oder er stand still und legte das Haupt in's Moos 
und schloB die Augen halb, und dann zog es weit von 
ihm, die Erde wich unter ihm, sie wurde klein wie 
ein wandelnder Stern und tauchte sich in einen 
brausenden Strom, der seine klare Fluth unter ihm 
zog. (1: 7 9-80, emphasis added) 
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Here the reader is first presented with a powerful de

scription of nature formulated into two "wenn" clauses. The 

first "wenn" clause details the development of a mighty 

storm. By coupling dynamic verbs with prepositions indicat

ing forward and upward motion (herauf dampfen, heran brau

sten, heransprengen) , Biichner evoked an intense feeling of 

crescendo. The second "wenn" clause, while structurally 

similar to the first, creates the sense of decrescendo as the 

storm subsides. For example, the "Wolken wie wilde, wie

hernde Rosse" are replaced by "Wolkchen auf silbernen 

Fliigeln. "19 This intense movement and change in nature is a 

Seelenlandschaft intended to reflect Lenz's own spiritual 

condition.20 

With the abatement of the storm begins the main clause, 

which indicates Lenz's two "reactions" to the storm. Where 

the first "wenn" clause depicts the wild majesty of the 

storm, the first half of the main clause finds Lenz writhing 

on the ground in violent ecstasy. With the second clause, 

the roar of the wind turns into a lullaby, and the corre

sponding section of the main clause transports Lenz into a 

trance of sorts. The "wenn" clauses thus serve to build a 

tension which receives its release in the main clause.21 That 

release, however, is not at all what the reader might have 

expected. 
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As Dennis Mahoney has suggested in his essay on Lenz, 

the use of extended "wenn" clauses is typical of the style of 

late eighteenth century nature descriptions, particularly 

those that appear in Goethe's Werther.^^ However, while the 

"wenn" clauses in Werther underscore a pantheistic identifi

cation with nature, the clauses have exactly the opposite 

effect in Lenz. In Werther, the subjects of the "wenn" 

clauses alternate between Werther himself and various natural 

phenomena, thus reproducing the harmony between Werther and 

nature which is the theme of the passage.23 in contrast, the 

subjects of the two "wenn" clauses in Lenz are exclusively 

the forces of nature. Lenz is not even mentioned until the 

main clause. 

Whereas Goethe used hypotaxis to emphasize the inten

sity of the relationship between man and nature, Biichner used 

the same sentence structure to isolate nature from man. 

There is no rational link between the storm in Biichner's 

"wenn" clauses and the mad subject of the main clause, no 

indication why a storm would produce such a violent response 

in Lenz. The jarring effect produced by Biichner's illogical 

hypotaxis serves to underscore Lenz's isolation from the 

world, the absence of logical relationship between man and 

nature.24 Once again, then, the structure of Biichner's story 
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fits the pessimistic world-view which he was trying to commu

nicate . 

The hypotactic nature description at the beginning of 

Lenz is but one example of how Biichner employed his narrative 

structure to highlight Lenz's utter isolation. J. P. Stern 

has suggested that Lenz experiences three types of isolation 

which are very much interrelated: isolation from nature, 

isolation from fellow human beings, and isolation from the 

individual spirit.25 According to Stern, Biichner's narrative 

presents these three spheres of isolation in an ordered 

fashion, beginning with the evocation of solitude in the nat

ural sphere, progressing to the human and ending in the spir

itual. 26 However, while Stern only applies this progression 

to the story as a whole, such movement is typical of the 

structure of individual passages as well. 

A scene from Lenz's journey through the mountains to 

Oberlin's house offers a fine example of the progression of 

Lenz's isolation within a single passage. Biichner's narra

tive begins with a neutral nature description: "Es war gegen 

Abend ruhiger geworden; das Gewolk lag fest und unbeweglich 

am Himmel; soweit der Blick reichte nichts als Gipfel, von 

denen sich breite Flachen hinabzogen..." (1: 80). Suddenly, 

the narrative shifts to Lenz's personal reaction to nature. 
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and the style becomes paratactic: "...und alles so still, 

grau, dammernd..." (1: 80). Lenz's sense of isolation from 

nature leads directly to the recognition of Lenz's isolation 

from other human beings: "...es wurde ihm entsetzlich 

einsam; er war allein, ganz allein..." (1: 80). After 

expressing Lenz's feelings of isolation from nature and from 

man, the narrative finally turns to Lenz's sense of isolation 

from his own spirit. The Es of Lenz's consciousness drives 

him to assert himself in this world where he is completely 

alone, and he responds by trying to externalize his inner 

dread: "...er wollte mit sich sprechen..." (1: 80). He is 

so estranged from his rational consciousness (the Jch), 

however, that he cannot manage even this simple action: 

"...er konnte nicht, er wagte kaum zu atmen..." (1: 80) .2^ 

By constructing his narrative so that Lenz's feelings of 

isolation are presented in these three spheres, Biichner un

derscored the total devastation which the Es inflicts upon 

the psyche. First, Lenz is deprived of contact with nature, 

for nature is to him a threatening void. Second, he is alone 

among human beings, because the warmth and sympathy of his 

fellow creatures are ephemeral at best. Finally, he is iso

lated from his own spirit, for his efforts to assert his ex

istence in the illusory world fail him. 
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Another important aspect of Biichner's narrative method 

in Lenz is his heavy use of negative reflexive constructions. 

Such reflexive sentences underscore the distance of the 

relationship between the Jch and the Es in Lenz's conscious

ness (emphasis added):29 

...er wollte mit sich sprechen, aber er konnte 
nicht.... (1: 80) 

...er war sich selbst ein Traum. (1: 81) 

...er konnte sich nicht mehr finden, ein dunkler 
Instinkt trieb ihn, sich zu retten.... (1: 81) 

Auch fiirchtete er sich vor sich selbst in der 
Einsamkeit. Er verzweifelte an sich selbst. (1: 
92-93) 

...er empfand ein tiefes, tiefes Mitleid mit sich 
selbst.... (1: 99) 

In a reflexive construction, the subject act upon an object 

which happens to be itself. This relationship is important, 

because just as the subject (er ) and the object {sich ) are 

grammatically separate forms of the same person, so, too, the 

Jch and the Es are separate forms of one spirit. Lenz's in

ability to act upon himself {nicht ) and his negative reac

tions to himself {Traum, trieb, fiirchtete, verzweifelte, 

Mitleid ) suggest the inability of the Jch to exercise any 

measure of control over the Es. This estrangement between 

the Jch and the Es is, of course, fundamental to the pes

simistic conception of the tyranny of the Es. Negative re

flexive constructions, then, are yet another example of a 
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narrative technique based upon the world-view which Biichner 

was attempting to communicate. 

Finally, even the manner in which Biichner chose to end 

his story is a narrative structure derived from the pes

simistic world-view which Biichner was trying to express. 

Because the Es of the pessimistic world-view is an omnipotent 

and ultimately incomprehensible force of human consciousness, 

Lenz's spiritual crisis cannot be rationally resolved, his 

sense of complete isolation cannot be altered.31 Thus, 

Biichner's story ends inconclusively with the statement: "-So 

lebte er hin" (1: 90). While some critics have attributed 

this open ending to the fact that Biichner never submitted a 

"finished" copy of his story for publication, such a conclu

sion is not particularly warranted by the over all structure 

of the story. As J. P. Stern has suggested, not one of these 

critics "...has ever given any hint of what more could 

possibly be said when Biichner reaches the end of Lenz's 

passion."^2 

In short, Biichner's distinctive narrative method devel

oped only as the product of the pessimistic world-view he 

hoped to communicate. In trying to convey his interpretation 

of reality with the utmost exactness, Biichner anticipated a 

narrative method primarily associated with modernism. 

Maurice Benn provides a particularly valuable insight into 
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this aspect of Biichner's narrative achievement when he sug

gests that Albert Camus' comparison of Melville and Kafka 

would still hold true if Biichner's name were substituted for 

Melville's:33 

Like the great artists, Melville has constructed 
his symbols out of concrete experiences, not out of 
the stuff of dreams. The creator of myths has a 
claim to genius only in so far as he inscribes them 
in the density of reality and not in the fleeting 
clouds of the imagination. In Kafka it is the sym
bol that gives rise to the reality described, the 
incident springs from the image; in Melville the 
symbol emerges from the reality, the image is born 
of the perception. That is why Melville always re
mains in contact with the flesh and with nature, 
which are obscured in Kafka's work.34 

In Lenz, the form is indeed won from the life. 

J«^3 
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^Herbert Lindenberger, Georg Biichner (Carbondale* 
Southern Illinois U P, 1964) 68-69. 
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Gehalt und Formgebung, diss. (Bonn: n.p., 1922) 96. 
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worth: Penguin, 1963) 93: "We have defined story as a 
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ality. 'The king died and then the queen died' is a story. 
'The king died and then the queen died of grief is a plot." 
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Werke, ed. Jost Perfahl, vol. 5 (Miinchen: Winkler, 1972) 
683. 
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Biichners," Georg Biichner, ed. Martens (Darmstadt: Wissen
schaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1973) 384-85: "In der Zer-
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seiner selbst machtigen Menschen—und im Widerspruch zur 
aufklarerischen Anthropologie seiner Zeit—wird damit hier 
bei Biichner eine andere, ' realistische', in Analogie zu 
christlicher Anschauung stehende Auffassung vom Menschen 
freigelegt, die die Gefahrdungen und Abgriinde, das Trieb-
hafte, das Bose im Menschen miteinbegreift und die trotzdem 
in den 'leidenden, gedriickten Gestalten' [II, 423], den 
Miihseligen und Beladenen das Menschliche sichtbar werden 
laBt. " 
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^Lindenberger 71. 

^Gerhart Baumann, Georg Biichner: Die dramatische 
Ausdruckswelt (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1961) 
124-53. 
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^4Quoted in translation in Benn 191 from Albert Camus, 
"Hermann Melville," Theatre, Recits, Nouvelles, ed. Roger 
Quilliot (Belgium: Gallimard, 1962) 1901-02: "Comme les 
plus grands artistes, Melville a construit ses symboles sur 
le concret, non dans le materiau du reve. Le createur de 
mythes ne participe au genie que dans la mesure ou il les 
inscrit dans I'epaisseur de la realite et non dans les nuees 
fugtives de 1'imagination. Chez Kafka la realite qu'il 
decrit est suscitee par le symbole, le fait decoule de 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

Biichner's artistic achievement in prose owes much to the 

new Weltanschauung that he was trying to communicate. Biich

ner lived during a period in which a new world-view was emer

ging in philosophical thought: a pessimistic world-view. 

Much like Schopenhauer, a representative pessimistic philoso

pher, Biichner rejected the notion that the individual, by 

virtue of his or her rational consciousness, was a spiritu

ally autonomous/being. Rather, Biichner viewed the individual 

as the puppet of an irrational level of his or her conscious

ness, doomed to an infinite struggle between desiring and at

taining. While this deposition of the Jch by the Es is mani

fest in Biichner's non-imaginative writings, it finds its most 

profound expression in the story Lenz. 

Unlike Schopenhauer in The World as Will and Represen

tation, Biichner did not attempt to describe his pessimistic 

Weltanschauung solely in terms of the standard connective 

relations of language. Rather, Biichner used an experience in 

the life of a historical figure to give his pessimistic out

look tangible form. That is, Lenz's experience in Walders

bach was transformed by Biichner into an extended metaphor for 

human existence under the tyranny of the Es. 

91 
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Out of Biichner's effort to create an artistic image of 

human life according to the pessimistic outlook arose the in

novative and distinctly modernist narrative techniques for 

which Biichner is remembered. Ultimately, while the world-

view communicated in the story Lenz may not have earned 

Biichner a place in the history of philosophy, his efforts to 

give his P/eitanschauung artistically valid expression have 

distinguished him as a seminal figure in the history of 

German literature. 
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